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PREFACE 
The present dissertation entitled "Characterization of Probability 
Distributions by Variance Bounds" is a brief collection of the work done 
so far on the subject. I have tried my best to include sufficient and 
relevant materials in the systematic way, which are contained in five 
chapters. 
Chapters I is introductory in nature, in which some concepts, which may 
be helpful to grasp the ideas contained in the remaining chapters are 
discussed. 
In chapter II deals with the results based on the lower bounds to the 
variance of function of random variable that characterize a wide class of 
distributions. 
In chapter III is based on characterization of distributions based on 
conditional variance bounds of statistics, in which discrete as well as 
continuous distributions are discussed. 
Chapter IV embodies results on characterization of distributions through 
conditional variance of order statistics, where as in Chapter V, the 
characterization results are obtained through conditional variance of 
generalized order statistics. 
In the end, a comprehensive list of references referred into this 
dissertation is given. 
Chapter I 
PRELIMINARIES AND BASIC CONCEPTS 
In this chapter we have introduced those concepts and resuhs, which are 
used in subsequent chapters. 
1. Order Statistics 
Let X , , Z 2 ' - ' ^ n be a random sample of size n from a continuous 
population having probabiHty density function (pdf) f(x) and 
distribution function ( df) F{x). Let they be arranged in ascending order 
of magnitude as 
X, <X. < <X < <X 
then Xi.jj,X2-n^---^^n:n ^^^ collectively called the order statistics of the 
sample and X^.„ (r = 1,2,...,^) is called the r-th order statistic of the 
sample.X].,^ = min(X|,X2,...,X„ ) and X,^.,^ =max(Xi,X2,--;Xn) 
are called extreme order statistics or the smallest and the largest order 
th Statistics, r order statistics is also denoted by ^( r ) ' if the size of the 
sample is fixed. 
1.1: Probability density function (pdf) of a single order statistic 
The pdf of Z,..„ , the r-th order statistic is given by (David and 
Nagaraja, 2003) 
/-,-,,(A-) = -[Fix)]'-\\-F{x)]"-''f{x) , -oo<x<oo (1.1) 
The pdf's of smallest and largest order statistics are, 
f^,,(x) = n[l-F{x)f'^f(x) ; -oo<x<oo (1.2) 
,n-\ f,^.^(x) = n[Fix)] fix) ; -oo<j:<oo (1.3) 
1.2: Cumulative distribution function (df) of a single order statistic 
The df of X^.j^ is given by 
F,,^{x) = P(X,,^<x) 
= P (at least r of Xi,X2,..., X„ are less than or equal to x) 
n 
^P(exactly i of X], X2'---' ^ n ^re less than or equal to x) 
i=r 
n 
- E n[^W]'[i-^W]""' ;—<^< CXD (1.4) 
i=r 
, F{x) 
^' j u''~\\-ufdu 
( r - l ) ! ( / t - r ) ! 
(1.5) 
= I/r(;^)(r,«-r + l) (1.6) 
P 1 
where Ip{a,b) = ^ ^t"" Ul-O^'^dt, Bia,b)= jt^'^^l-t)^ ^dt 
B(a,b) 0 0 
RHS is obtained by the relationship between binomial sums and 
incomplete beta function. It may be expressed in negative binomial sums 
as (Khan, 1991) 
t f..j^{x) = 2_^ 
n-\-i 
^n-r-l [Fix)]'[I-Fix)]"'' ' ; - oo<x<oo (1.7) 
For continuous case the pdf of X^.,^ may also be obtained by 
differentiating (1.5) w.r.r. x. 
The k-th moment of X^.„ is 
a^^^^E{X^,,J^ \x^f,.,,{x)dx (1.8) 
—oo 
1.3: Joint probability density function of two order statistics 
The joint pdfoi X,..„, X^.„, \<r <s<n is given by 
'''•" {r-\)\{s-r-l)\{n-s)\ 
x[F(y)-F{x)Y-''~\\-Fiy)f-'f{x)f{y)--oo<x<y<^ 
(1.9) 
Thus the joint of I^ and n order statistics is 
fUn:n(^^y) = — ^ t ^ ( 3 ^ ) " F (x) ]" ' ^ f (x) f (y). {n - 2)! 
1.4: Joint cumulative distribution function of two order statistics 
Thejoint<i/'of X^.j^ and X^..„, (\<r<s<n) can be obtained as follows: 
= /'(at least r of Xi,X2,...,X„ are at most x) 
and at least s of X],X2,...,X„ are at most y) 
n i 
= ^ ^P(exactly/of Xi,X2,...,X„ areatmost X 
and exactly 7 of X\,X2,--;X^ are at most y) 
= i I . , . , .r.! -[/^ (-^ )]'[i^ (}^ )-^ (x)]^ "'[l-F();)]"-^ ' 
(1.10) 
We can write the joint df of X^.„ and Xy.„ in (1.10) equivalently as: 
, F{x)F{y) 
Pr.s-A^^y) = -—— ~ — - " (^ -" ) 
( r - l ) ! ( ^ - r - l ) ! ( n - ^ ) ! ^ ^^  
x{\-vf~'dudv 
= IF(x),F{y)(''^^ ~ ^ ^f^ ~ ^ + ^y^ ~ °° < ^< y < °° (^-11) 
which is incomplete bivariate beta function. 
It may be noted that foYx>y 
F,^,,n(^,y)^F,,^(y) (1.12) 
1.5: Joint probability density function of more than two order 
statistics 
The joint pdf of k order statistics X^ .X^. ,...,X,. , where 
\<ri<r2<...<ri^ < n and 1 < ^ < « , is, for x j < X2 < ... < x/., 
given by 
/ r | / •2 . . . , r^ . v -^l ' -^2' - - - ' -^^^ 
«! 
" ( r i - l ) ! ( r 2 - r i - l ) ! . . . ( r ^ - r ^ _ l - l ) ! ( n - r ^ ) ! 
x [ F ( . r i ) ] ^ ' -^ / ( . X i ) [ F ( x 2 ) - F ( x i ) ] ^ 2 - n -1 / ( ^ 2 ) - - -
x [ F ( x ^ -F{xk -OV ~''-'~^ fix,,)[l - Fix k) ]'''''• 
(1.13) 
In particular, the joint pdf of all the n order statistics is obtained on 
taking k - n in (1.13). 
Hence the joint pdf of X \. ,j, X 2 : n ^ '"^ ^ n : n ^^ given by 
1.6: Conditional distribution of order statistics 
Result: The conditional pdf of X ,^ . ^ given X ^ . ^ = j c , ( r < 5 ' ) i s 
(^ - r ) ! [F{y)-F{x)Y-'-^ [ 1 - F( >;) ] ^  " V ( v) 
, X < y 
which is just the unconditional pdf of the { s - r) th order statistics in a 
sample of size in - r) drawn from , y > x ,that is from the 
1 -F{x) 
parent distribution truncated on the left at x. Also, the conditional 
distribution of X .^„ given X yj^ = y { r < s) h 
{s - 1 ) ! [F{y)-F{x)Y-'-^ [1 - F{y)Y-^f{y) 
{r-\)\{s-r -\)\ [F{x)Y-^ 
,x < y 
th 
which is just the unconditional pdf of the r order statistics in a 
sample of size ( .s- - 1) truncated on the left at 3 .^ 
2. Generalized and dual generalized order statistics 
2.1: Generalized order statistics 
Let F(x) be an absolutely continuous df with pdf f{x) of r.v. X . 
n-\ 
Let ne N,n>2,k>0,m-{m\,m2,...,m,^_Y^^'^ ,M ^ -^m;, such n-i i\/t ^ J m 
that y^ =k + n-r + M f.>0 for all r e {1,2,...,«-1}. Then 
Xir,n,m,k),r = l,2,...,n are called generahzed order statistics (gos) if 
their joint/7<i/is given by 
n-l 
,k-\ 
(=1 
(2.1) 
on the cone F ^ (0+) < xi < X2 <...<x„ < F ^1) of 9?". 
The joint density of the first r generalized order statistics (gos) is given 
by: 
C^_l 
fr-l 
ll[l-F(xi)]"\f(Xi) [l-F(x,)f+"-'^^r-^f(x,) (2.2) 
on the cone F ^0+) < xj < JC2 <...< x„ < F (1). 
Also, we can define gos as follows: (Burkschat et al., 2003) 
Let Bj, \<j<n, be independent random variables having beta 
Beta{yj,l) distribution with df P{Bj < t) = t^', te [0,1] 
Then it can be seen that 
X(r,n,m,k)~F~'^{\-W,), r^\,2,- •n. (2.3) 
where W^^Yl^i 
7=1 
Here we consider the case when 
m\ -1712 -...= mj^_i = m 
The marginal pdf of the r - th generalized order statistics {gos) in this 
case is given by (Kamps, 1995b) 
fx{r.n,m.k)i^) ^'-^-\\-F{x)f'- ^ f{x)g'J{F{x)) ( r -1)! 
(2.4) 
and the joint/?(i/of X(r,n,m,/c) and X(s,n,m,k), l<r<s<n is 
fx{r,n.m,k) ,X{s,n,m,k) (- '^ 3") 
'^"^ .n-FMr gm\Pi^)) {r-\)\{s-r-\)\ 
x[h,,{F{y))-h^{F{x))f-' \\~F{y)fs ^ f(x)f(y) 
(2.5) 
where C^_i "= P [? ' i , Yi -k + {n-i){m +1) 
(1 -x) , mi^-\ 
hfn {x) = < m + l 
l o g ( l - j c ) , m--\ 
8 m (^) = hm M - Kn (0) ^ -^^ [0,1) 
The conditional pdf of X(s,n,m,k) given X{r,n,m,k) = x, \<r<s<n 
is given by 
fx{s,n,m,k)\Xir,n,m,k)(y^^) 
C,_i [h,r{F(y)) - h,,(Fix))]'-'-^[1 - F{y)]^^'^ f{y) 
( . v - r - l ) ! C , _ , [x.f(^^)Yr~^ 
x<y (2.6) 
and the conditional pdf of X(r,n,m,k) given X (5,/i,m,/c) = j , 
l< r <s<n is 
(5- l ) ! (m + l) 
/x(r,«,m,^)IX(^,«,m,/t)(-^')') ( r - l ) ! ( 5 - r - l ) ! 
X _ . / (x) 
[i-(F{y)y-^'r' 
x< y (2.7) 
2.2: Dual generalized order statistics 
The pdf of the dual generalized order statistics (dgos) X\r,n,m,k) is 
obtained by replacing 1 - F[x) with F(x). 
For m\ -1712 -•••= ^n-\ ~ '^ ' 
its joint pdf is (Burkschat et al., 2003) 
rX'(\,n,in,k),---,X\n,n,m,k). __ ^ . 
= k 
\r=\ ) 
n-\ 
n[/^U;)]'"/^) 
7=1 
A-\ \F{x^)r-'f{x^) (2.8) 
for F~'(l) >x^>X2>--->x^> F"'(0) 
The joint density function of r-th and s-th dgos is 
r X'{r,njn,k),X\s,nM,k) ^^ . 
c._ 5-1 ^^n / • / . \ f-\ 
{r-l)\{s-r-\y. [F{x)rf(x)g'^ '[F(x)] 
x[h,niF(y))-h,niFim' ' \F(y)f' ^f(yl x>y, (2.9) 
where 
'^m V -^ z ~ 
1 m+1 
•X 
m + 1 
logx, 
m ^ - 1 
m = 1 
(2.10) 
g,nix) = h,j,{x)-h,Jl), XG[0,1). (2.11) 
and the density function of r-th dgos is given by 
( r - l ) ! (2.12) 
Some continuous distributions 
I. Normal distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a normal distribution with 
2 
parameters ju and a if its pdf'i^ given by the probability law 
}\x) = 1 
271(7 exp' 
>; — oo < X < oo 
- o o < ^ < o o ; ( 7 > 0 . 
2 
where jd is the mean and a is the variance. 
II. Gamma distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a gamma distribution with 
parameters p and A if its pdf is given by 
f(x) = 
i 
-^—e'P'^x'^'^; a>0,Z>0,0<x<oo 
0 ; otherwise 
2 \ n 
It reduces to ^ „ distribution at p--, A-— and exponential 
distribution at 1 = 1. 
III. Pearson's type II 
A random variable X is said to have a Pearson II distribution if its pdj is 
given by 
2 
f{x)^k 
-\m 
1-
X 
a 
; —oo < jc < oo 
IV. Pearson's type IV 
A random variable X is said to have a Pearson IV distribution \f\ispdf\s, 
given by 
( .2\ 
fix) 1 
a F(2m-2,n) 1 + 
X 
a j 
exp [tan {xja)]; - oo < jc < oo 
V. Pearson's type VI 
A random variable X is said to have a Pearson VI distribution if its pdfh 
given by 
h —c f{x)-k{x-a) X \a<x< oo 
VI. Pearson's type VII 
A random variable X is said to have a Pearson VII distribution if its pdf 
is given by 
f{x) = k 
n-m 
1 + X 
a 
; — oo < .\: < oo 
VII. Pearson's type VIII 
A random variable X is said to have a Pearson VIII distribution if its pdf 
is given by 
/w = 1 f \'^ l-m L x^ 
a 
1 + - a < X<0 
VIII. Pearson's type IX 
A random variable X is said to have a Pearson IX distribution if its p^ ' i s 
given by 
fix) l + m I X ^ 
a 
a + - -a < X <0. 
IX. Inverse Gaussian distribution 
A random variable X is said to have an Inverse Gaussian distribution 
with parameter jU and A if its pdf is given by 
10 
/w = /L 
271X' 
1/2 
exp" 
I 
Ifi 
'^-1.^' 
VM X 
•; j c > 0 
; . 
The mean of an Inverse Gaussian distribution is ju and of its variance is 
X. Pareto distribution 
A random variable X is said to have the Pareto distribution if its 
pdf f{x) and df F(x) are of the form given below: 
f(x)-^pA^x'^P^^^- / l < X < o o ; A,p>0 
F(x) = l-ZPx''P; A<x<oo; A,p>0 
Many socio-economic and naturally occurring quantities are distributed 
according to Pareto law. For example, distribution of city population 
sizes, personal income etc. 
XI. Power function distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a power function distribution if its 
pdf and df are of the form given below: 
f(x) = pA~PxP~^;0<x<A; A,p>0 
The power function distribution is used to approximate representation of 
the lower tail of the distribution of random variable having fixed lower 
bound. It may be noted that if X has a power function distribution, then 
Y = — has a Pareto distribution. 
X 
11 
XII. Beta distribution 
a) Beta distribution of the first kind 
A random variable X is said to have the beta distribution of first kind if 
its pdf is of the form 
/(x) = ^- xP'\\-xf~'^; 0 < x < l , p,q>0 
B{p,q) 
Beta distribution arises as the distribution of an ordered variable from a 
uniform distribution. Suppose X,-.„ is an ordered sample from 6^(0,1), 
then X^.jj is ,distributed as Beta(r,n- r+ \). The standard uniform 
distribution U(0,\) is the special case of beta distribution of first kind 
obtained by putting the exponents p and q equal to 1. If ^ = 1, the 
distribution reduces to power function distribution. 
b) Beta distribution of the second liind 
The continuous random variable X which is distributed according to 
probability law: 
1 xP-^ f(x) = p,q>0,0<x<^ 
B{p,q) {\ +x)P^'i 
is known as a beta variate of the second kind with parameters p and q. 
Beta distribution of second kind reduces to beta distribution of first kind 
if we replace 1 + x by —. 
y 
The beta distribution is one of the most frequently employed distributions 
to fit theoretical distributions. Beta distribution may be applied directly 
to the analysis of Markov processes with "uncertain" transition 
probabilities. 
12 
XIII. Weibull distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a Weibull distribution if its pdf is 
given by: 
f(x) = 0pxP'^ e"^""''; 0<x<oo; 0>O, p>0 
and the df is given by 
F(x) = \-e'^''''; 0<x<oo; 6'>0, p>0 
Weibull distribution is widely used in reliability and quality control. The 
distribution is also useful in cases where the conditions of strict 
randomness of exponential distribution are not satisfied. It is sometimes 
used as a tolerance distribution in the analysis of quantal response data. 
If we put /? = 1 in Weibull distribution, we get the pdf of exponential 
distribution. 
If we put p = 2, it gives pdf of Rayleigh distribution. 
If X has a Weibull distribution, then the pdf of 
Y = -p\og fx] [a] is 
which is a form of an extreme value distribution. 
XIV. Inverse Weibull distribution The pdf and the df of inverse 
Weibull distribution is given by 
fix) = epx'^P^^^e''^''~\ 0<jc<oo; ^ > 0 , p>0 
F{x) = e~^ "" \ 0 < x < o o ; ^ > 0 , /?>0 
13 
XV. Exponential distribution 
A random variable X is said to have an exponential distribution if its 
pdf is given by 
f{x) = ee~^''\ 0 < X < o o ; 0>Q 
and the df is given by 
F{x) = \-e~^''; 0<jc<oo; 6'>0 
The exponential distribution plays an important role in describing a large 
class of phenomena particularly in the area of rehability theory. The 
exponential distribution has many other applications. In fact, whenever a 
continuous random variable X assuming non-negative values satisfies 
the assumption, 
P{X>s + t\X>s) = P{X>t) for all s andr, 
then X will have an exponential distribution. This is particularly a very 
appropriate failure law when present does not depend on the past, for 
example, in studying the life of a bulb etc. 
XVI. Uniform distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a uniform distribution (or 
rectangular distribution) if its pdf is given by 
and the df is given by 
14 
The standard uniform distribution U(0,\) is obtained by putting /] = 0 
and /l = l. It is noted that every distribution function F(X) follows 
uniform distribution ^(0,1). This distribution is used in "rounding off 
errors, probability integral transformation, random number generation, 
traffic flow, generation of normal, exponential distribution etc. 
XVII. Burr distribution 
Let X be a continuous random variable, then different forms of 
cumulative distribution function of X are listed below (Johnson et ai, 
1994): 
1 F{x) = x, 0<x<\ 
2 F{x) = i\ + e -^ ) ^ -oo<;c< 
3 F(x) = (l + x '•) ^, 0 < x < 
F(x) 1 + ' c-x^ 
^-k 
y X J 
, 0<k<c 
5 F(x) = [ H - C £ ' - ^ ^ " • ^ ^ ^ - - < ^ < -
2 2 
c 7--/ \ n I -ks\nhx-i-k 
6 F{x)=[\ + ce J , - o o < j < 
7 F(x) = 2 ^(l + tanhx)^ -oo<;c< 
8 F{x) = ^2 _, ,^ — tan e •oo < J < oo 
9 F ( x ) - 1 -
c[(l + e ' ' ) ^ - l ] + 2 
oo < X < oo 
10 F(jc)-(i+e "^  ) ^ o<x<' 
15 
11 F(x) 1 • . 
X sin2;D: 
2;r 
, 0<x<\ 
12 F(x) = l - ( l + x'') ^ 0 < x < o o 
where k and c are positive parameters. 
Special attention is given to type XII, whose pdf is given as: 
fix) = kcx^'\\ + x''y^''^^^; 0<jc<oo; k,c>0 
This distribution is frequently used for the purpose of graduation and in 
reliability theory. At c = 1, it is called Lomax distribution whereas at 
/: = 1, it is known as Log-logistic distribution. 
XVIII. Cauchy distribution 
The special form of the Pearson type VII distribution, with pdf 
f{x) = — - o o < ; c < o o ; / l > 0 ; - o o < 6 ' < o o 
^^[l + {(x-0)/Zr] 
is called the Cauchy distribution. 
The cdf is given by 
^ , , 1 1 -]fx~0 F(;c) = - + - t a n 
2 TT [ X 
o o < j < o o ; / l > 0 ; - o o < ^ < o o 
The distribution is symmetrical about x = 0. The distribution does not 
possess finite moments of order greater than or equal to 1, and so does 
not possess a finite expected value or standard deviation. However, 9 
and Z are location and scale parameters, respectively, and may be 
regarded as being analogous to mean and standard deviation. 
There is no standard form of the Cauchy distribution, as it is not possible 
to standardize without using (finite) values of mean and standard 
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deviation, which does not exist in this case. However, a standard form is 
obtained by putting O = 0,/i-l. The standard probabihty density 
function is given by 
/ U ) = ^ , - o o < x < o o 
and the standard cumulative distribution function is 
F(x) - — -{— tan jc,-oo<x<oo. 
2 ;r 
It may be seen that if X and Fare independent standard normal variate 
then — has Cauchy distribution. 
XIX. Exponentiated Weibull distribution 
The exponentiated Weibull distributiobn was introduced by Mudholkar et 
al. (1995). Its,properties have been studied in more detail by Mudholkar 
and Hutson (1996) and Nassar and Eissa (2003). These authors have 
presented useful applications of the distribution in the modeling of flood 
data and in reliability. The df and density pdf of a random variable X 
having the exponentiated Weibull distributiobn are given by. 
F(x) = [l-e~^^-'^ f. 
f(x) = TOZ'x'-'e-^^'^\l- e~^^^^'r\ 
jc>0, / l > 0 , 6'>0, T>0 
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Chapter II 
Characterization of Distributions through Variance Bound based on 
Expectation of functions 
1. Introduction 
This chapter deals with the resuks based on the lower bounds to the 
variance of function of random variables that characterize a wide class of 
probabiHty distributions and also those based on relationship between 
conditional expectations and failure ( reversed failure) rates of some specific 
distributions like Normal, gamma, beta, Pearson type II, Pearson type IV, 
Pearson VI, Pearson type VII, Pearson type VIII, Pearson type IX, inverted -
gamma, Rayleigh, inverse-Gaussian, Maxwell, random walk, WeibuU 
distribution, are given. This approach has useful implication to reliability 
modelling and minimum variance unbiased estimation, through Cramer-Rao 
type inequalities. 
2. Characterization results 
The background material required for the work in this chapter consists of a 
random variables X supported by the interval(a,^), -oo<a <b<o° with 
absolutely continuous df F{x) and pdf f{x). We denote by/i, the class of 
absolutely continuous distribution functions and by B, the set of absolutely 
continuous functions of the random variable X . 
Let h{X) be a Borel- measurable function of the random variable X such 
iha.iE(h (X)) <<x,. Then the failure rate and reversed failure rate of X 
are 
-tw= ^< '^ 
l -F (x ) 
and 
/l(x) = 
Fix) 
at those points for which the denominators are nonzero. We define the 
conditional expectations 
m{x) ^ E[h(X) \X >x] 
and 
r(x)= E[h{X)\ X < x] 
so that when h(x) = x, they become closely related to the mean residual 
life function 
E(X-x)\ X >x) = mi(x)- X 
and the reversed mean residual life function 
E(x - X)\X < x) = x-r^{x) 
where 
miix) = E{X\X >x) and r | (jc) - £ ( Z I X < x). 
Since m j (x), r \(x) , the failure rate k (x) and the reversed failure rate 
A{x) uniquely determine the distribution of X , their functional forms are 
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extensively used in modelling lifetime data. However, for many distributions 
the expression for these functions are not in simple closed forms and this has 
prompted rehability analysts to develop relationship between k (x) and 
m (jc) or X{x) and r{x) that characterize different lifetime models. We 
first establish a characterization theorem that brings the equivalence of these 
characterizations with those based on variance bounds in a more general 
framework, and show that many of the earlier results in both steams of 
characterizations can be unified into a single format. 
Theorem 2.1: (Nair and Sudheesh,2006} 
If for a random variable X with support {a,b), -oo<a<b <oo with 
distribution function F ( X ) G A and functions c(-) and g{x) belonging to 
B such that c'(-) exist on {a , b) with ^ ( c ^ X ) .^(Z ) )< oo, then the 
following statements are equivalent. 
X 
(i) \{ju-hit)fit))dt = (T g{x)f (x) (2.1) 
a 
in)V(ciX))>E^{c'{X)giX)) (2.2) 
(in) rix) = jU - aZ (x)gix) or m(x) =jU + (7k(x)g(x) (2.3) 
(,v) f ^ = - A^+ £^AW (2,4) 
fix) . gix) (7g(x) 
provided that both g and / are differentiable almost everywhere in(a , b). 
Here h{x) stands for a Borel measurable function satisfying 
Eih (X)) < °o with mean // and variance a . 
Proof: (i) => (ii) 
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The covariance between the functions h(X) and c(X) can be written as 
Cov{h(X),c(X)) = j(/z(jc) -jU)(cix)-cijU))f(x)dx 
\(h(x)-ju) {c'(j)dt 
M 
f(x)d X 
b f X 
^\c'{x) \{iu -h{t))f{t)dt 
a \ a 
d X 
by Fubini's Theorem. Using (2.1) 
Cov{h {X),c{X)) = G \c'{x)g{x) f {x)dx 
= GE{c\X)g{X)) (2.5) 
Applying Cauchy- Schwarz inequality 
Cov\h{X),c{X)) <V{h{X)V{c{X)) 
in (2.5), we get (2.2).To prove the second part of (ii) we note that 
E{h\X)g{X)) = \h\x)g{x)f{x)dx 
o 
a \ a 
\}i{x) i j ( / / -h{t))f(t)dt d X. 
Integrating by parts, 
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l_ 
a 
h(x)](ju-h(t)f(t))f(t)dt - UjU-h{x))h{x) f {x)d X 
The first term vanishes since E{h'{X).g{X)) <oo and the second term is 
— [(// -h{x))h{x)f{x)dx 
~[^E{h{X))-E{h^{X))] 
G 
-{E{h^{X))-^^\ 
o 
1 2 
O 
To prove (ii) => (iii) 
For an arbitrary real 0 choose c(x) = h (x) + dp{x) such that c{x)e B. 
Then 
\ / (c (X)) =(7^ + ^ V ( / 7 ( X ) ) +2eCov{h{X),p{X)) (2.6) 
and 
£ ^ ( C ' ( X ) ^ ( X ) ) = { £ [ A ' ( X ) < ? ( X ) + ^ / ( X ) < ? ( X ) ] } ^ 
2 r72 
= £"(/z'(X)g(X) + ^ " £ " ( / 7 ' ( X ) g ( X ) ) 
+ 2 ^ £ ( r ( X ) ^ ( X ) . £ ( / 7 ' ( Z ) g ( X ) ) 
2, /,2 r^ 2 c r ^ + ^ ^ £ ^ ( / / ( X ) ^ ( Z ) ) +2^(7£'(p'(X)^(X)) (2.7) 
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When (2.2) is true, substituting (2.6) and (2.7) in (2.2) and rearranging 
terms, 
9'^[V{p{X))-E^{p\X)g{X)]+2e[Cov{h{X),p{X)) 
-aE{p\X)g{X))]>Q> (2.8) 
Since the first term is always positive, for (2.8) to be non-negative for all 
real 9 one must have 
2d[Cov{hiX)^p{X))- aE{p'{X)g{X))\ = 0 
Cov{h{X),p(X)) = (jEip(X)g{X)) 
or. 
b fx ^ b 
Ip'ix) UjU - h{t)) f{t)dt dx = a \p\x).g(x)f{x)dx 
a \ a J a 
(2.9) 
Setting p{x) =costx 
\ts\ntx UjU-h(t))f{t)dt dx = -(7 Usintx .g(x)f (x)dx. 
V a 
Similarly when p{x) =^ sintx 
b fx \ b 
Itcostx 
a \a 
{{ju - h{t)) f{t)dt dx = a \tcos,tx .g{x)f(x)dx 
Hence from the last two equations 
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b f X 
t [(cosrjc +/sinrjc) UjU - h(t)) f(t)dt 
a \a 
dx 
= taUcostx +is\ntx) g(x)f(x)dx 
or 
b fx \ b 
| e ' ^ ^ ' j(ju ~h(t)) f(t)dt dx= aje'^"" 8(x)f(x)dx, 
a \a ) a 
which is the same as 
b f X ^ 
f it. 
V a 
r{fi -h{t))f{t)dt 
^ fix) f{x)dx -(7 \e^ ^ g{x)f (x)dx. 
By the uniqueness of Fourier transforms 
I (jU -h(t))f(t)dt fix) (^g ix) 
M ' r . . . w , _ _ J ' 
fix) 
\fit)d, 
a 
fix) 
\h(t)fit)dt =(7g{x) 
a 
F(x) F(x) 
fix) fix) 
jU - E (hiX)\X <x) =(Tgix)Aix) 
r(x) = ^ - C7gix)Aix). 
Further, since E {X) = jU we can write 
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X b 
\h{t)f(t)dt + \h(t)f(t)dt ^ ju[ F(x) +l-F(x)] 
or 
Fix) r(x)+[l -F{x)]m{x) = / / [ F ( x ) + ( 1 - F ( j c ) ) ] , 
F(x)(r(x)-fl)=(l -F(x))(fl -m(x)) 
^irix)-jU) =T^(M -mix)) 
Aix) kix) 
which leads to the identity 
mix) - jU _ jU - rix) 
kix) ^ix) 
this establishes the equivalence of the two expressions in (2.3) and the 
implication (ii)=> (iii). 
To prove (iii) =^ (iv) 
We rewrite the second equality in (2.3) as 
b 
\hit)fit)dt = M[^-Fix)] + afix)gix). 
X 
Differentiating and assuming lim / i ( j ) / ( x ) = 0 
x->b 
hix)f(x) ^iufix)-aifix)gix) + f'ix)gix) (2.10) 
from which (2.4) results. 
Finally, to establish the equivalences stated in the Theorem we complete the 
chain of implications by showing that (iv) =:> (i). Assuming (2.4) we can 
reach at (2.10). Now from (2.10), 
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^ d{f{x) g{x)) , r ^\ ^r \ 
a — ={jU- hix)) fix), 
ax 
and the integration with respect to x from a to x gives the identity (2.1) so 
that the proof of the theorem is completed. 
Remark 2.1: The value of g{x) is unique for a particular choice of h{x). 
But we can have different forms for g{x) for the same distribution, when 
h{x) is different. For example, in the case of Maxwell distribution with 
I T 3 2 
f(x) = 4^l—x^e'^"" , x > 0 , A > 0 
X 9 
gix)- — w h e n h(x) =-2Zx + 3 + jU 
a 
And 
six) . 1 
2/1 
1 + 
/I. 
when h ( x) = x. 
Theorem 2.2: (Nair and Sudheesh,2006) 
The distribution of X belongs to the Pearson family specified by 
f\x) _ -a{x + d) 
fix) aQ + a\x + aix 
if and only if 
inf 
V ( c ( X ) ) 
(2.11; 
c{x)eB- E^ibQ + b]X +b2X^) 
(2.12) 
where 
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dj 1 
/ = / = 0 ,1 ,2 , an i^ — 
' (T(l-2a2) 2 
2 
provided that lim x f (x) = 0. 
x-^a 
Proof: From (2.11) we have 
{a Q ^ - a \x + a 2 X ) f\x) - - {x + d ) f {x) 
Adding both sides (A] + 2a2x)f(x) 
(aQ+a\x + a2X )f\x) + (a]+2a2x)f(x) 
= -(x + d)f(x) + (a\ + 2a2x)f{x) 
That is, 
d 2 
[{uQ + axx +a2X ) f {x)] = { a i- d) f (x) +{2a 2 -l)xf(x) dx 
(2.13) 
Integrating with respect to x from t to ^ , we get, 
2 
- (aQ+ a^t + a 2 t )f(0 
={a \-d)R{t) + {2a 2 -l)R{t)E{X \ X > t) 
Dividing through out by ^ ( 0 (2 a 2 ~ ^) , we get 
{a,-d) {aQ+ a]t + a2t-) kit) 
E{X\X >t)= ^ + 
( 1 - 2 ^ 2 ) (1 -2^2) 
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or 
2 (a^-d) (a 0+ a ] X + a J X )k(x) 
EiX\X>x)= ^^ ^ +~-^ ' - - - . (2.14) 
( l - 2 f l 2 ) ( l -2 f l2 ) 
2 
Assuming lim x f(x) = 0 and integrating both side of (2.13) with 
respect to x over the whole range, we get 
(flj -d) + (2a2 -l)E(X) = 0 
or 
E(Xy ^ " ^ - ^ ^ 
( 1 - 2 ^ 2 ) 
Now comparing (2.14) with second inequality in (2.3) 
E(X \ X > x) = jU +ag(x)k(x), 
where 
d - a I - ( 1 - 2 ^ 2 )M 
and 
g(x) = (bQ + bix + b2X ), 
with b- values are as sated in the theorem. Substituting for ^ ( x ) in 
Theorem 2.1 we arrive at (2.12) 
The following examples provide the values of g{x) for the different 
members of the Pearson family 
Example 2.1: Consider the gamma distribution with probability density 
function 
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p 
r / \ ^ -mx p - \ ^ r> J {x)= e x' ,x>0, 
Fp 
then 
f'(x) _-(mx+1-p) _^-(x + {\-p)/m) 
fix) X xl m 
so that fl Q =fl 2 - 0 and a \ -m 
hence 
gix) = (cTm)~ X . 
Substituting this value of gix) in (2.3) we get the result of Osaki and Li 
(1988) and Adatia et al. (1991). The lower bound for the gamma distribution 
derived in Srivastava and Sreehari (1990) is a special case of (2.12). 
Example 2.2: For the normal random variable with probability density 
function 
{X- fi)^ 
f {x) -—j=— e , - o o < X < o o , 
'iTTCT 
we have 
log/(;c) =\ogk -
la 
Differentiating 
f\x) ^ -jx-ju) 
fix) G^ 
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2 SO that a \=a 2 =0 and a Q= a , 
hence 
g{x) =<J. 
The relationship between failure rate and E{X \ x > jc)as stated in Kotz 
and Shanbhag (1980) is a special case of (2.3) wheng(x) = a. Further, the 
corresponding lower bound to the variance given in Cacoullos and 
Papathanasiou (1989) is also drawn from (2.12). 
Example 2.3: Consider the beta distribution with probability density 
function 
/ ( jc ) = ^ j c ^ ^ ^ l - j c ) ' ' ^ " ^ x>0 
B{p,q) 
then 
f\x) ^ (p -1)(] -x)-(q - l)x ^ -{x{p +q -2)-p+ 1) 
f(x) x{x- 1) X{{- x) 
so that a 0 = 0 , a \ = a n = , 
^ - (p + q-2) 
hence 
(7g{x) = { p + q)~^ x ( l - x ) . 
Now the equation (2.3) becomes a generalization of the result for the beta 
distribution proved in Ahmed (1991) and the lower bound in Srivastava and 
Sreehari (1990). 
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Example 2.4: Consider the Pearson type II distribution with probabihty 
density function 
f{X) = k \ - X 
V « J 
,- a<x<a 
then 
fix) 
fix) 
klx 
a k 
I- X 
,- a < X < a 
V « / 
a 
so that a Q = , a | = 0 and a 2 ~ — • 
hence 
(^g(x) = [a + X ) 
Example 2.5: The Pearson type IV distribution with probability density 
function 
f(x) = k ^l-x'^ 
V « y 
exp 
• c tan X 
\ 
,— o o < X < 00 . 
or 
l o g / ( x ) = logk +log 1 + X 
V « J 
- c tan -1 
fx] 
has 
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f\x) 2x — a c 
a + X fix) ^2 , ..2 
2 1 
SO that a Q = , a \ =0 and a 2 = — •, 
hence 
^ f ^ (a^ +x^) (yg(x) = 
Example 2.6: Consider the Pearson type VI distribution with probability 
density function 
f(x) = k{x-a) X ^ ,x>a 
then 
f'(x)_k(x-a) X ^ (b-ex (x-a)) _ -(b+c)x + ac 
fix) kix-a)^x''' xix-a) 
so that a 0 -0, a \ and a 7 = , 
ib + c) ib+c) 
hence 
<Jgix) = ib ^ c -2)~^ xix-a). 
Example 2.7: For the Pearson type VII distribution with probability density 
function 
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f(x) = k ' l + JC^ ^ 
a 
, —oo < x <oo 
f'{x) -km(l + x I a~ ) "^^  ^ 2a x 2m x 
fix) k{l + x^la^)^"' 2 , 2 a + X 
a so that a Q = 0, a ^ = and a 2 
2m 2m 
hence 
(7 g{x) = {m-2) x{a + x). 
Example 2.8: Consider the Pearson type VIII distribution with probabihty 
density function 
f{x) = k 
>, \ -m 
V a 
-a < X < 0 
then 
fix) kmil + x/a)'^'"^^ mx 
fix) ka{\ + X / a) -m x{a + x) 
so that a Q = 0, a | = — and a 2 = — 
m m 
hence 
a g{x) - im -2) xia + x). 
Example 2.9: Consider the Pearson type IX distribution with probability 
density function 
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f{x)^k a + xV" , -a<x<0 
\ a ) 
then 
f\x) km{\ + xl a) m - 1 mx 
fix) kai\ + x/a)"^ ^ia + x) 
-a , -1 
so that a Q =0, a ] = and a 2 -— 
m m 
hence 
ag(x)-=2 ' ( m - 1 ) \a^ + x^) 
Example 2.10: The inverted gamma distribution (Pearson type V) with 
probability density function 
has 
f(x) = kx Pe ^^-'x>0 
f\x) kx Pe'^^'^'i-px ^+qx ^) -px + q 
fix) kx-P e~^'' X 
so that (2 0 = fl 1 = 0, and a 2 = —, 
P 
hence 
Gg{x) = {p~2) X . 
The values of g{x) for various distributions covering under Theorem 2.2 is 
summarized in Table 2.1 for easy reference. 
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Table 2.1 
Values of g{x) for various distributions 
Distribution 
*Beta 
Type II 
** Gamma 
Type IV 
Inverted 
Gamma 
Type VI 
Type VII 
Type VIII 
fix) 
kx^'~\l-x)''~^ , 0 < x < ] 
k 2 { a J 
, -a< x<a 
ke-'^'-'xP-^ ,x>0 
k 
( 7 ^ 
2 
V « ; 
o o < x 
exp 
< CX3 
( -1 "i 
- c tan X 
a 
V J 
kx^Pe~'^^\x>0 
k{x-a) X x>a 
k 
k 
1 +Jf 
2 V a ) 
'\ + x\ 
y a J 
-m 
, - o o < x < oo 
-m 
,~a<x<0 
(ygix) 
(p+qy^xa-x) 
(a^+x^) 
4 
m~^x 
9 7 
( f l " + X ) 
4 
( P - V 
(i7 + c -2 )"^x(x- f l ) 
{m-l)" x{a-\-x) 
_2 ( m - 2 ) x(a + x) 
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Type IX 
Normal 
k 
I a J 
/:exp 
m 
- f l < x < 0 
( \ 
I 2C7 j 
, - o o < X ' 
T^{m-\y^{a^ +x^) 
G^ 
* Power distribution when p = \ ox q =\ and uniform when p = q^\. 
* * Exponential distribution when p 
Besides containing all the members of the Pearson family (corresponding to 
b, =0), this extended Pearson system consists of many new members like 
the inverse Gaussian, random walk, Maxwell and Rayleigh models. It is also 
shown in the study by Sindhu (2003) that the new system is quite useful in 
reliability modelling and analysis by virtue of several characterizations in 
terms of reliability concepts and also through several interesting ageing 
properties, the members of the family posses. Our next theorem extends the 
result of Theorem 2.2 to the extended family. 
Theorem 2.3: '(Nair and Sudheesh,2006) 
The density function f{x) satisfies the differential equation 
fix) ^(hp +bix+b2x^) 
f (.x) {aQ+aix+a2X ) 
,b2 ^ 0 (2.15) 
if and only if 
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cix)eB E\c'iX){aQ+aiX ^ajX^)] 
for a choice of 
2 
h {x) = px + qx -\- r 
with 
p = b ^ , q = b \ -\- la 2 and r -b Q -\- a \ + / / 
provided that hm x f (x) = 0. 
X ^ b 
Proof: From (2.15), 
/ ' ( x ) ( ^ 0 + a 1-^  + <2 2^ ) + ( fl i+2a 2-^ )/(-^) 
2 
<i 2 
<ix 
2 
-{a\+bQ + 2a2X + b2 x ) f {x) 
Integrating with respect to x from t to b, we get 
2 
-f(t) {QQ + a\t + a2t ) 
= ((fll + / 7 o ) + ( 2 f l 2 + ^ l ) ) ^ ( 0 ^ ( ^ l ^ > 0 
+ /? (0^2^(^^ l -^>0 
Dividing through out by /? (?) we get 
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E[(b2X'^ +(bi+2a2)X +bo+a^)\X >x] 
2 
+ (aQ+aiX+a2X )k(x) 
or 
E[(b2X^ +{bi+2a2)X +bQ+ai +jU)\X>x] 
2 
= jU - (a o+fl 1-^  + « 2-^ )k{x). 
Taking h(x) as stated in the theorem, the above equation can be written as 
E[h{X)\X>x)] = jU - (uQ+aix + a 2X^)k(x). 
Comparing with second inequahty in (2.3) we get 
— 1 2 
gix) - - a {ttQ+aiX 4-« 2-^ ) • 
The rest of the proof of the theorem follows from Theorem 2.1. 
Example 2.11: Consider the Rayleigh distribution with probability density 
function 
f{x)^2Xxe-^'^^' > 0 , i > 0^  
then 
fix) _ IXe'^"" ( 1 - 2 / i j c ^ ) _ {\-2Xx^) 
fix) 2Xxe~^'' 
so that fl 0 = <2 1 = 0, and a 2 =" 1' ^o = 0' b\=l and /? 2 - ~ 2/1 , 
hence 
<jg{x) --X with h{x) =-2Xx''^-2 +/i . 
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Example 2.12: For the inverse Gaussian distribution with probabihty 
density function 
f{x) = A 
ITTX 
exp 
-X {x- a) 
Ixa^ 
X > 0 , /I > 0 , 
we have 
log/(;c) = \ogk +logx 2 _ X(x - a) 
Ixa^ 
Differentiating 
f\x) • 3 X{x- a){x + a) -Xx -3a x+Xa 
fix) 2x Ix^a^ Ix^a^ 
? 7 9 
so that a Q - a\-0, and a2 '=2a , /?o - ^oc , ^ i= -3Gf and 
b 9 = -X, 
hence 
a g{x)^-2a^ x^ with h{x)^-Xx^ + a^ x +Xa^ + ji. 
Example 2.13: Consider the Maxwell distribution with probabihty density 
function 
/ ( x ) = 4 I — x^e~'^'\x>0,X> 0 
71 
then 
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fix) 
fix) 
4J xe 
K 
-^^ ( 2 - 2 / l x ^ ) 
( 2 - x ^ ) 
^ \ ' ' - . \ ~ ^ ^ ' 
\ K 
SO that a Q= a\-^, a 2 = U b Q =1, b i = 0 and b 2 = -2A, 
hence 
' 1 
a g{x) = - X with h{x) --2Zx +3 + ju. 
Example 2.14: For the random walk distribution with probabihty density 
function 
nx) = I 
2 KX exp 
•X{xa -1) 
Ixa^ 
, X > 0, ctr, i > 0, 
we have 
log / (x ) = log/:+ logx 2 X{xa -\y 
la^ X 
Differentiating 
f'{x) 1 X{xa -\){xa -^ \) -Xa^x^-a^x^X 
fix) 2x la X la X 
1 2 
so that flQ=flj=:0 , a 2 -2a , b Q= X , b \--a and 
hence 
2 , 2 2 , T . , 2. 
crg(x) = -2«f X with hix)--Xa ^-l>a x^X^fi 
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Table 2.2 shows some of the distributions satisfying (2.15) and the 
corresponding g(x) values that enable to obtain individual bounds for these 
distributions. 
Table 2.2 
Distributions with h{x) and g{x) values 
Distributions n^) h{x) -o-g(x) 
Inverse 
Gaussian 
A 
lnx~ 
exp 
-X{x-^Y 
Ixj? 
j c>0 , / l>0 
- / I J C ^ + / / ^ X + / 1 / / ^ + / / 
la^ x" 
Rayleigh 
iXxe"^"" ,;c>0,/i>0. -iXx^ +2^fi 
Maxwell 
. ,^ 2 -Xx'^ 4-,/—x e 
x>0, / l>0 
-2 / IA- +3 + // X 
Random 
Walk 
X 
Inx exp 
-X{xa-\y 
Ixa^ .1 .2 Xa X +?>a x + X-\-lu la^x^ 
we compare our variance bound with that provided by the Cramer-Rao 
inequality. The lower bound in the Cramer-Rao inequality is attained when 
the distribution of x belongs to the exponential family 
f{x;e) = exp[p{x)q{e) + t{x) + sm , (2.16) 
defined over a measure space (I2,B,v) , p(x) and t(x) are real-valued 
measurable function over n and q{6) and s(0) are real function on 9^  with 
q{$) having continuous nonvanishing derivatives in 9t. Under these 
conditions, Theorem 2.1 applies to f(x;0) , and by taking h(x) - p(x) we 
can write 
m(x) = /^-^ak{x)g{x) (2.17) 
where 
M-E(piX)) s\0) 
q\0) 
(2.18) 
and 
9 duldO 
a^=V(p(X)) = - ^ 
q{0) 
(2.19) 
g{x) 1 dF{x) 
af{x)q\0) • de (120) 
where 
F{x)^\-F{x) 
Now we look at the application of the Theorem 2.1 to exponential family of 
distribution. 
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Theorem 2.4: (Nair and Sudheesh,2006) 
The distribution of X belongs to the exponential family specified by 
f{x\e) = Qx^\p{x)q{e) + t{x) + s{e)] 
if and only if 
inf / ' - • < ^ » =1 (2.21, 
c(x) e B E^[g{X)c'{X)] 
with 
(X) 1 ^F{x) 
where F {x) = \ - F (x). 
Proof: For the family (2.16) we have, 
f(x; 0) = exp[p(x)q(e) + t{x) + s(e)]. 
Takinging log both sides, we get, 
log fix; 0) = [p(x)q(0) + t{x) + siO)] 
Differentiating with respect to e, 
f(x-0) 
f\x-0) = p{x)q\d)f{x-e) + s\d)f{x-0) 
Integrating with respect to x form t to b 
b b b 
jf\x;0)dx= jpix)q(6)f(x;0)dx+ \sX0)f(x-O)dx, 
t t t 
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^IS^ =: q\0)\p(x)fix;0)dx+sX0)\f{x-O)dx, 
du 
t t 
dF{t) 
dO 
Rearranging, 
= q\d)F{t)E{p{X)\X>t) + s\e)F{t) 
dF(x) — — 
^-^-s\0)F(x) = F{x)q\9)E{p{X)\X>x) 
dO 
dFix) 
E(p(X)\X>x)=-^^ 
-s\e)F{x) 
F{t)q\d) 
dF{x) 1 s\e)F{x) 
de F{x)q\e) F{x)q\0) 
s\e) 1 dF{x) 
q\e) q\e)F{x) d0 
sXe) , 1 dFjx)^^^ 
—— + ~ K^) 
q\e) q{d)f{x) d0 
where 
k{x) = fix) 
1- Fix) 
Now taking piX)-h(X) for applying Theorem 2.1, so that the above 
equation can be written as 
E(hiX)\X>x) =fi + - ^ ^^^k{x), nil) 
qiO)fix) dd 
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where 
II =E{p{X)) = 
q'iO) 
Comparing with the second identity in (2.3), we have the value of g{x) as 
g{x) 1 dF{x) 
C7f{x)q{9) de (2.23) 
Substituting (2.23) in (2.2) the conclusion (2.21) of the Theorem follows. 
So far we have specialized Theorem 2.1 to some families of distributions 
that include many of the continuous distributions used in reliability studies. 
However there are some important distributions like the Weibull, Burr that 
are not members of these families, and at the same time quite useful in 
hfetime models. Our general framework in the Theorem 2.1 permits us to 
include them also with appropriate choice of h {x) in each case and this is 
illustrated by the following example. 
Example 3.1: For the Weibull distribudon with probability density funcdon 
fix) = a ^ x^ A(^ 
a-\ -
X 
P \y J x>0 , a, J3 > 0, 
we have 
f'(x) ^(a-l) 
fix) X 
0( a 
X 
P a 
or 
xf\x)^{a-\)f{x) a a 
P a 
x " / ( x ) 
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Integrating with respect to x from Mo oo and 
assuming lim xf{x) = 0,weget 
-tf{t)-F{t) = {a-\)F{t)—^x''~ 
pa 
Multiplying through out by /? a F (t) and rearranging 
oa 
E[X^\X >t] = /3^ + ^^—tk{t) 
a 
or 
oa 
E{X^\X >x] = /3^ + ^^~xk{x) 
a 
which gives 
oa 
E[X^+ fi - P "\X > x]= lii +^^—xk{x) 
a 
Hence the Weibull distribution has 
h{x)=x^ + JLL- P^ and g{x) = {aa) ^xf5^. 
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Chapter III 
Characterization of Distribution Based on Variance 
Bounds of Statistics 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter it is considered the conditional variance of a function 
h(X) given X>x for characterizing the probability distributions and 
various characterizing results are obtained for discrete and continuous 
distributions. 
2. Characterization of some discrete probability distributions 
through conditional variance 
Theorem 2.1: (Samia El- Arishy, 2005) 
The distribution of X belongs to the exponential family specified by 
fix,0) = txp[xpie) + s{x) + q(0)] 
if and only if 
p''(e)q\0)-p\e)q"{e) 
Var(X\X>x) [p\m 
p"ie)dlnF {x,0) 1 d^\nF{x,0) 
' •-, ^ » l ^ - i j [p(0)f do [p'{e)f de^ 
provided that 
F'(oo,^) = F ' (0 ,^)=0. 
Proof: First, let us assume that (2.1) holds. Using 
p\0)q'{e)-p\e)q\e) 
ai - [p'm 3 
p\0) , 1 (32=—\ 7, and <33 =—^ -, 
[p' {e)\ [p\e)Y 
Then 
Var{X\X>x)= ^ 
U - X 
u f(u) 
F{x) 
y Uf (u) 
Fix) 
u-x ^ ' 
d\x\F{x) dP-\^F{x) 
- a\ -ai h ^ 3 de d0' 
or 
F{x) Y^u^fiu) 
u=x 
Yu^f{u) 
u=x 
= fljF^ (x)-fl2 F{x)F\x) + a^F {x)F"(x)~a2 iFix)f. 
Specifying x= c - 1 , c ,c + l , c + 2 in the above equation and taking 
differences, we obtain after some simplification, 
2 Y.uf(u)=A^ F (c+l,6')+A2 F'(c + 1,^)+A3 
u- c + \ 
(2.2) 
and 
2 Y,uf(u)^Bi F{c + \,0) + B2 F'(c+l,0) + B2 
u- c + \ 
(2.3) 
or 
Ai F (c + 1,^) + A2 F'ic + \,e)+A^ 
= B] Fic + lO) + B2F'ic + l0) + B2 {2A] 
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where 
f r' 
A ] == {lc-\) + a2 f\c) f\c-\) fie) / ( c - 1 ) 
f f" 
«3 fie) r(c-l) fie) / ( c - 1 ) 
A2 = 2(23 f'ic) f'{c-\) 
fie) / ( c - 1 ) 
A3 = a, ( / (c-1) + / ( c ) ) - / ( c ) - ^ 2 ( / ' ic~\) 
+ 
/ ( c ) 
/ (c-1) 
/ ' ( c - 1 ) + 0 3 r'(c-i)+ / ( c ) / ^ ( c - l ) 
/ (c-1) 
(/'(c-1))' ( / w ^r(c-i),.,, 
+ 2 / (c) / ( c - 1 ) / ( c ) / ( c - 1 ) 
/ / • 
fil =(2c+l) + (32 / ' (c+1) f'ic) 
/ ( c + 1) / ( c ) 
/ r" 
-«3 r(c+i)_r(c) / (c+1) / (c ) 
B2 = 2«3 / ' ( c + 1) / ' (c) 
/ ( c + 1) / ( c ) 
and 
fi 3 - «1 (/(c) + / ( c + l ) ) - a2 ( / ' ( c )+ / ' ( c - l ) ) + 
+ «3 / ' ' ( c ) + / " ( c + l ) -
( / ' (c ) )^ ( / ' ( c + l))2^ 
/ (c) / ( c + 1) 
Assume (without any loss of generality) that A j , A 2, B i and B 2 are 
finite for all choices of c and 9. Now, let c ->00 equation in (2.4). This 
gives F(oo,6')~0 and F'(oo,^) = 0; implying that A3 and 5 3 must be 
identical. Note also that if c + i ^ o , then we must have F(0.6') = iand 
/ '^(co,(9) = 0; implying that Aj and B^ are identical. In this case, 
relation (2.4) reduces to 
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A2 F\c +1, 0) = B2 F'(c + 1, 0) y c,e 
But (2.5) would only be true iff A 2 = s 2 • This gives that 
fjc + i) f\c)^f\c) f\c-\) 
/ ( c + 1) / ( c ) / ( c ) / ( c - 1 ) 
or equivalently that 
/ ' ( c + 1) 2f\c) , / ' ( c - 1 ) 
+ / ( c + 1) / ( c ) f{c~\) 
- 0 , 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
which is a first order partial difference differential equation whose 
solution is 
l n / ( c ) -^ (^ ) = c/7((9)+5(c), (2.7) 
where 5(c) is some arbitrary function of c. But (2.7) is equivalent to 
/ (c) = exp(c/;(^) + ^(^) +5(c)), 
yielding that / e 3 . 
To prove the converse, we note that 
F (x,e)= Y^ exp [up{0) + S{u)+q{0)]. (2.8) 
U = X 
Differentiating both sides of (2.8) partially with respect tO(9, gives 
F{x,e) = p\0) Y.uf{u)+q'{9)F {x,d) 
U - X 
(2.9) 
or 
^ uf(u) = F{x,e) 
u = x 
1 d\nF(x,e) q\e) 
p\e) de p\0) 
(2.10) 
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Again, differentiating both sides of (2.9) partially with respect to 6', 
we obtain 
r\x,e) = p'\d) 2" /(«) + {p''{e)+ip\e)q\e)\ 
u-x 
xY^uf {u)+[q'' {e) + q'^ {e)]F {x,d) 
u=x 
or 
P id) 
u =x 
d^\nF{x,0) 
d0^ 
+ 
d\nF{x,e) 
de 
{f{d) + 2p'{d)q^{e))~ d\nF {x,e) 
F {x, 6) -
p\e) de 
^p-ie),'(e)^,'Ue)pm-<,'(0)p'(e)-^^^^^^ (2.1,) 
p'\e) 
Equations (2.10) and (2.11) imply that 
Var{X\X>x)^ p"{e)q\e)-q"{0)pp\0) p"{e) dlnF(x,0) 
p^ {9) p^ (0) dO 
+ 
1 d^\x\F{x,e) 
p'^ (0) dd' 
Characterization of the binomial distribution 
Theorem 2.2:, {Samia El- Arishy, 2005) 
Let X be a discrete random variable with pmf / ( x ) , then X has the 
binomial distribution with pmf f(x,n,0) ijf 
V(X\X>c) = a+ J3(/}(c + l)-S^^^(c +1), c=-l,0,..., n-\ 
(2.12) 
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For some constants a , fi and S where 
y 5 = ( l - ^ ) ( l + c ) [ ( c + l ) - ^ ( n + l ) ] , 
and (j) (j)= ^ ^ , where F(jc)-1-F(JC) 
F{x) 
Proof: Necessary part: 
We first note that if X has a binomial distribution with parameters n , 6 
then 
£ (ZIX >c) = «(9 + (i-(9) (c+1) ^ (c+1) (2.13) 
for c = -1 ,0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , « - ] (see El Arishy 1995) 
Hence 
^n^ 
y j y 
-^/1 / i \ n - x d^{\-e) 
^n(n-\)e^ J 
«-2 ^„_2\ 
X 
i X / t / i \ / 2 - X - 2 
e-'ii-ey 
x^c-i V - y 
= n(n-l)0^ [F(C+1, n-2,0) +f (c-1, n-2, 0)+f{c, n-2, 0)] 
Using 
F(c +l,n,0) = F ic + l,n-l, 0)+ — f (c + l, n, 0) 
n 
and 
F (c +1, n-l,0)=: F(c + ln-2,0) +-^liii^^^L_L_ii / ( c + 1, n, 0) 
n{n-\) [1-6) 
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the formula for the binomial distribution, the expression to the left of the 
above equality sign can be written as 
n{n-l)0^ F (c+ln,0) +(l + c) 
x[c-0^ (n-l) + 0(n-c-l)] f (c + 1, n, 6) 
Moreover, 
E{X {X-\)\X>c) = n {n-l)e'^ + (c + 1) [c-(9^ {n-\) 
+ ^ ( « - c - l ) ] ^ ( c + l) 
It follows that 
E{X^ \X >c) = E{X{X-\)\X >c) + E{X\X>c) 
= ne[\ + {n-\)d\ + (c + 1) (1 -6) [{c + 1) +6 {n+ \)](/) (c + 1) 
(2.14) 
Combining (2.13) and (2.14), we have 
V{X\X>c)-^E{X^ \ X >c)~ [E{X\X>C)]^ 
= nO {\-0) + (1+ c) (1-^) [(c + 1) - ^ (n +1)] ^ (c + 1) 
-{\-ef (c+1)^ ^^ (c + 1) 
6^  + y5 ^  (c + 1) - ^^ ^^ (c + 1). 
Sufficiency part: 
Equation (2.12) can be rewritten in terms of the unknown function 
/ ( J ,« , ^ ) as follows: 
F(c+1) Y. -^VU^,^) 
x-c +1 
Y^xf{x,n,e) 
x-c+\ 
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= n ^ ( l - ^ ) ( l - ^ ) F ^ ( c + l )+( l -^) (c + l)(c + l -^(n + l)) 
f(c+l,n,9)Fic + l)-(,l-0f(c + l)f^(c + \,n,0) 
Specifying x (in the above equation) to have the values 
x-c~\,c,c + \, and c + 2, subtracting each two successive 
equations, then solving the resulting equations, we obtain after some 
simplifications that: 
oo 
2 Y,xf(x)^AiF(c + l)+A2, (2.15) 
X - C + l 
where 
A] =ii2c~l)0+0il~0){n+]))-i\-0)(c^ -0in + \)c)- ^''^'^ f(c~\) 
+{\-e){{c+if -d{n + i)(c +1))^^^;^-
/ (c) 
A 2 = ( n 6 ' ( l - ^ ) - l + ^ ( l - 6 ' ) c ( « - c + l) + ( l - ^ ) ( c - l ) ^ 
- ^ (/7 + 1) ( c - 1))) / (c) + ^(] -6 ' ) («- (c - \){n - c+2)) 
x / ( c - l ) + ^ ( l - ^ ) c ( / t - 6 ' + l) ^ ^^^ 
f(c-i) 
f(c) 
and 
2 Y,xfix) = BiF(c + l)+B2 (2.16) 
x-c + l 
where 
BI =((2c +1)^+ (1 -e){n+l))-(] - d) (c + \f-e{n + l)(c +1) 
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and 
/ ( c + 1) / ( c ) 
B 2 = {n0il-e) +(\-e)(c^ -0{n + l)c) -{l-efcf f (c) 
2 
+ 0- df (c + if ^~^^^+(n0(l- 0) + (I - e)^ (c + 1)^ 
fie) 
/ ( ^ + l ) - ( l - ^ ) 2 ( ^ + l ) 2 / (c + 2) _( j_^)( (^^2)2 
^,. AzMdr. / ( c + 1) 
/* ^ ' -^^- • - ^ (n + l)(c + 2))/(c + 2). 
or equivalently V /<^^^-
A | F ( c + l) +^2 = 5 ] F ( c + l) + B2 (2.17) 
Tending c to infinity in (2.17) and noting that F (oo) := 0, one must 
have A2 - ^2-
By selecting c + 1 = 0, and noting that F(0) =1, one has Aj =5 | . 
Now 
A , - 51 = — + [ ( c + 2)^ -^ (n + l)(c + 2)]-^^^^^^ -2((c +1)^ 
^ ^ \-e / ( c + i) 
-^ (n + l)(c + l))^^^^^^ + (c^-^(« + l)c) ^^^^ ^0 
/ (c ) / ( c - 1 ) 
(2.18) 
and 
A 2-5-2 
= ^ ( l - ^ ) ( n - c + l ) ( c - 2 ) ) / ( c - l ) - ^ ( l - ^ ) c ( > t - c + l) ^ ^^^ 
/ ( c + 1) 
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fie) 
-(l-Of(c+2fJ-j^^~(l-0)((c+2f-e(n + l)(c + 2))f(c + 2) 
/ ( c + 1) 
- ( ^ ( 1 - ^ ) (n + \ + c(n-c + l)) + c^{\-0f -(2c~l)(l-O)-l)fic)=0 
(2.19) 
Using equation (2.18) and 
- ^ + ( ( c + - 2 ) 2 - ^ ( n . l ) ( c . 2 ) ) 4 ^ 
i~e / ( c+ i ) 
2((c + l ) ^ - ^ ( n + l)(c + l ) ) ^ ^ ^ ^ + ( c ^ - ^ ( « + l ) c ) - ^ ^ ^ - 0 , 
f(c) / ( c + 1) 
we reach at the following recurrence relation 
/ (c + 2) = c+1 / ^ ( c + 1) 0 
c+2 f{c) ( l -^ ) (c + 2) /(c ' + l). 
The above relation and equation (2.19), together imply that 
f{c + \,n,d)^ 6'(/7-c) ^^ ^ ^ 
( l - ^ ) ( c + l) 
which is a recursive formula whose solution, in the light of the fact that 
oo 
Y, f (x,n,0) = 1, gives 
x = 0 
f{x, n, 0)^ 
f^\ 
yXj 
0^ {\-0r~\x = O,\X...,n. 
This completes the proof. 
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Characterization of the Poisson distribution 
First we give a Lemma, which may needed in proving the main result. 
Lemma 2.1: For c = 0,1,2,... 
i) f(c + l,A) = ^f(cJ) 
c + l 
ii) Fic + \,Z) = - ^ ^ / ( c + l, Z) +F{c,X) 
A 
Proof: See Ahmed (1991) 
Lamma 2.2: Let f(x,A)>0 be such that 
(c - /u : ) \-{C+2){C + 2-A) 
- f(c-l) fic + l) 
•2(c+l)(c+l-A) / ^^ l l ^=0 (2.20) 
•f(c) 
is true for any c = 1 , 2 , ..., then 
(c + 2)/(c + 2)/(c)-(c + l)/2(c + l). (2.21) 
Proof: The identity (2.21) leads to c-Z = 0, c + 2-A = 0, or 
c + l-1 = 0; and hence (2.21) follows. 
Theorem 2.3: (Samia El- Arishy, 2005) 
Let X be a non-negative discrete random variable with pmf fix) and 
mean A; then x has Poisson distribution withpm/ fix, A) iff 
V iX\X>c) = a+^0 (c + l)-J^^(c + l),c = -l,0,l,... (2.22) 
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for some suitably chosen constants a , (i and 5, 
Proof: For necessity part, we have. 
"If X has a Poisson distribution with mean X then 
£ ( Z IX >c) = /l + (c + l )^(c + l),c = -1,0,1,..." (2.23) 
(See El Arishy, 1995) 
Using Lemma 2.1, we now have 
-X iX c>o —X -J 
e A ^1 x-^ e A 
X 
X x(x-l)^-f- = i^  X -~^-^'F(c-l,Z) 
x-c + \ • x=c-\ 
-?} [ / (c-1 , / l ) + /(c, / i ) + F(c + l,/I)] 
= (c + /i)(c + l ) / ( c + l , / l )+/ l^F(c + l,i)] 
Hence, 
e A -A ijc 
oo X \X 1) 
E{X(X-l)\X>c)^ X •^ • 
^, F ( c + l , / l ) 
x-c+l ^ ' 
= (c + /l)(c + l)^(c + l) + ^ ^. 
Since 
£ (X(X- l ) I J>c )=£(X^IX>c) -£ (ZIX>c) , 
it follows that-
£ (X^IX>c) = (c + A + l)(c + l)^(c + l) + /l^+/l. (2.24) 
Using (2.23) and (2.24), we obtain 
V(ZIX>c)=(c + ^ + l)(c + l)^(c + l) + i ^+ / l 
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-[Ji + (c + V)(pic + ])f 
2 ^2 
=/i +(c+\-A)(c+i) (/) {c+\r -{c ~\y (j)"- (c+i) 
= Cf+/?^(c + l ) - J ^ 2 ( c + l) 
where 
a = i , / ? = ( c + l-/L)(c + l), and 5={c^\f 
For sufficiency part, we observe that equation (2.22) can be rewritten in 
terms of the unknown / (x, i ) as follows: 
F(c+1) Y. -^V(-^,^)- J]x/(x,i) 
x=c + l 
= i F ^ (c + 1) 
+ (c + l-yl)(c + ])/(c+l)/^(c + l)-(c + l ) ^ / ^ ( c + l) 
Specifying x = c - 1 , c , c + 1 and c + 2 in the above equation, 
subtracting each two successive equations, then solving the resulting 
equations, and simplifying the results, one gets 
2 X - ^ / W = ^ l ^ ( c + l) + ^ 2 ' 
x = c + l 
(2.25) 
where 
Aj - i - c ( c - / l ) - £ ^ + (c + ]-/ l)(c + l)-^^''^^^ 
/ ( c - 1 ) / (c) 
and 
A2=(c(c-2) + 2 / l ) / ( c ) - i ( c - 2 ) / ( c - l ) + c / l 
/ ( c -1 ) 
- (c + 1) 2 / l ( £ + l ) 
/ ( c ) 
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2 2^x/(x) = SiF(c + l) + fi2, (2.26) 
x = c + \ 
where 
Bi^X-{c + \){c + \-X)^-^^^^ + {c + l-X){c + 2)^ ^^^^\ 
f(c) fic + l) 
and 
52=((c + l ) ^ + i ) / ( c + l ) - i ( c - l ) / ( c ) - ( c + 2 )2 / -^^±l^ 
/ ( c + 1) 
2 
+ (,. + l ) 2 i J £ ± l ) _ ( , . + 2 - i ) (c + 2)/(c + 2). 
/ (c) 
or equivalently 
AiF{c + \)+ A2=BiF(c + l) + 52. (2.27) 
Tending c to infinity in (2.27) and noting that F (oo) = 0, impHes that 
one must have A2=i52. Selecting c + l = 0, and noting the F(0)=1, 
implies that A\=B^. 
Moreover, 
B] -A, =(c2 - i c ) - - ^ ^ + (c + 2)(c + 2- / l )^^^^-^ 
/(c-1) / ( c + 1) 
-2(c + l) {c + l-A)i^^^-^^0, (2.28) 
/ (c) 
and 
« / 1^ ^ n 2 / V t l ) , , , . , 2 / ^ ( c + 2) 
^ ^ / (c) / ( c + 1) 
+ ((c + l )^+^) / (c + l)-(c + 2)(c + 2 - i ) / ( c + 2) 
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-^^~~--Mc + l) + (c^~2c))f{c) + A(c-2)f(c-l) = 0 
/ (c -1) 
(2.29) 
Using equation (2.28) and Lemma 2.2, we liave 
2 
f(c + 2 ) = ^ i - j ^ forallc^ 0,1,2,... (2.30) 
c + 2 / (c) 
Solving equations (3.10) and (3.11) (and after simplifications), one gets 
that 
f(c,Z) = -f{c-lA) /orc-1, 2,.... 
c 
Solving the above equation recursively and using the fact that 
oo 
^ f{x,X) = 1, we conclude that 
x = 0 
f(x,Z) = , x=0,1,2,... 
xl 
3. Characterization of modified power series distribution by 
conditional variance 
Theorem 3.1: (Sudheesh and Nair, 2008) 
The distribution of x belongs to the modified power series family 
with 
^ ( , ) . f i W M ^ , , . 0 , 1, 2,... (3.1) 
aix) >0 ,11(0) and A(e), are positive, finite and differentiable, if and 
only if 
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V(X\X >x) = u {0) dmi{x) 
u\0) de (3.2) 
with mean /u = E{h{X)), (7=V{h{X)). 
where m {x) -m- E\h{X)\X > x]-jl + Gg{x) kjx) 
l-k(x) 
k{x) = m 
F{x) 
Proof: From Nair and Sudheesh (2008), for the family (3.1) 
g(x) = - ju A(0) 1 dFjx) _ _ u{0) 1 dF{x) 
a A'(0) fix) d0 " u'(0) a fix) d0 
Hence when /?(x) = 
(TEiAX.giX)\X>x)=^ 
ui0) 
u i0) Z (t-it + D) dFit) 
u\0)Fix + l) d0 
ui0)Fix + \) jj-;^/ ' " d0 
ix + \)Fix + \)+ Y.^fit) 
t = x + 2 
u 
ui0) 
\0)Fix + 
ui0) 
1) 
d 
d0 
d 
u\0)Fix + l) d0 
ix + \)iFix + \)~fix + ]))+ ^ r / ( r ) 
t = x + \ 
[miix)Fix + l) + ix + \)Fix)] (3.3) 
Now 
d0 
[miix)Fix + l)+ix + l)Fix)] 
- ^ ,,dimix) ^ dFix + \) ^. ^.^dFix) 
= Fix + l) ^-^-^+miix) + (jc + l) 
d0 d0 d0 
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— dm^(x) d F (x) 
= F(x + l)-^+({x + l)-mi(x)) — - ^ (3.4) 
du d u 
Using (3.4) in (3.3) and noting the expression for g(x)above, 
(7E{g{X)\X> x)= — 
u\e) de 
+ (mi(x)-jU) (mi(x )-x-l). 
The final form of 
V(X\X>x) = aE(giX)\ X >x) 
+ {ju-mi (x)) +(mi(x)-x-l)) 
(3.5) 
as stated in the Theorem is recovered . The converse part is obtained 
by retracing the above steps to arrive at g(x)and hence f (x). 
Remark 3.1: The results for the generalized power series family is 
obtained by setting u {6) = 6.. 
Example 3.1: For the binomial distribution with parameters « and /?, 
(Jgix) = p (n- x) 
and hence 
V(X \X>x) = m] (x) +(x + jU- mi (x))-jUx 
and also 
V{X\X >x) 
= np(l-p)+{x + \)il-p)ix+\-pin + \)) ^(x + l ) - (x + l)^^^(jc + l) 
Example 3.2: In the Poisson case 
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f{x) = e~^X''lx\, 
ag{x) - X. Thus from (6.5) 
V {X\ X > x) = mi (x) {jU - mi (x)) -jux 
- / i + (j + l)(x+l-/i) k{x + ]) - ( x + l)^^^(x + l) . 
Remark 3.2: The expressions for the binomial and Poisson 
distributions are identical with those of El-Arishi (2005) (as given in 
Theorem 3.1) obtained using a different approach. Equation (3.5) 
subsumes El-Arishi formulas as special cases. 
Example 3.3: The negative binomial distribution 
U + x-l^ f{x)^ 
V n-\ 
p " ( l - p ) ^ x - o , l , 2 , . . . 
as a member of Ord family provides 
c^gi.^) = p~^{.\-p){x + n)giving 
V{X\X>x) = mi{x){2jU-mi{x)+X+ \) -jUx 
= p~^ ju+ P \2{x + l)-jU) kix + ]) -(x + l)^k^ix + l) 
in particular for the geometric law 
mi (x) = /2 + X + I 
V(X \X >x) =V(X) 
and further in terms of the mean function 
V {X \X > x) = {mi (x) - x){mi (x) - x - \) . 
The geometric distribution, waring distribution specified by 
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fix) -^,ib)^ = b (b-\) ...(b'X + l) (a) X + 1 
and the negative hypergeometric with 
f(x) = ^-l^ (-a \ (-\-a^ 
V ^ J n - X n 
X = 0, 1, 2. 
share a common characteristic property 
V{X \X >x) = C{mi (x) - x){mi ( jc)-x-l) . 
where C = 1( < 1;> 1) for the geometric (negative hyper geometric; 
Waring). 
Notice further that in this case, the variance residual life function is 
quadratic function of the mean residual life. More examples from 
modified power series family can be constructed using g(x) values 
given in Nair and Sudheesh (2008). 
4. Characterization of continuous distribution using the 
conditional variance 
The class of distribution functions defined by 
^ -h{x)^ 
F(x) = 1-exp 
V 
X E[a,c) (4.1) 
J 
where h(x) is an increasing function from [a,c) to[0,oo), / : > 0 a 
constant, was introduced by Hamdan [1972]. It contains the uniform, 
the exponential and the Weibull distributions as special cases. For this 
distribution a property analogous to the lack of memory property of the 
exponential distribution can be proved to hold. Hamdan, considers the 
constancy of E(h{X)\ X > x)for all xe[a,c)to obtain a 
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characterization of (4.1) assuming strict monotonicity of h(x). The 
constancy of V(h(X)\ X >x) is used to obtain a characterization of 
(4.1). For the same purpose the constancy of 
E(h(X) - h(x)) I Z > x ) i s used. Some relevant results are given 
by Guerrieri (1965)and Nagaraja (1975). 
The characterization theorems for continuous distributions 
Theorem 4.1: {Dallas el ai, 1981) 
An absolutely continuous random variable x has (4.1) as distribution 
function, where /7(A-)is assumed to be twice differentiable and strictly 
increasing iff 
Vih {X)\X> x)=^ k^, k>o constant (4.2) 
holds for allX6 [ a , c ) , provided that V( h(X))is finite. 
Proof: If X has (4.1) as distribution function a direct calculation shows 
that (4.2) holds true. Assume now that (4.2) holds. Let 
F (x) =1- F (x)and 
• (F(y) - Fix)) 
Fxiy) = ^7— for y > X 
F(x) 
By definition we have 
c 
E[(h(X)-h(x))^\X>x] ^j[h(y)-h(x)fdF^(y) 
^ 2 'rA^(}0(^(}0-/^(-y))^(j)^ 
' Fix) 
(4.3) 
To get the second equality, we use integration by parts and the fact that 
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lim (^ ( .y ) - hjx))' (\-F{y)) ^^ 
y —>c F(x) 
To obtain this limit we note that the finiteness of V (/z (Z)) implies 
E ih{X))^ < ^ , This implies 
c 
0<l im {\-Fiy))h^(y)<\im Ih^(x)dF(x) = 0 
y-^c y^c y 
as h(x) is increasing. In the same way we also 
obtain lim hiy)(l - F(y)) = 0. 
y -^ c 
These two results imply that the above mentioned limit is equal to zero. 
The prime denotes the derivative. Similarly 
C , / 
E[ h{X)-hix)\X>x] = f ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J j 
•' F(x) 
(4.4) 
Using (4.3) and (4.4), equation (4.2) is written as 
2F(x) JF(y)(y)ih(y)-h{x))h'(y)dy 
lF(y)h'{y)dy 
\x 
^k^F^(x) (4.5) 
Now differentiate (4.5) with respect to x. Taking into account the strict 
increase of h(x) we haveF'(jc) ^ 0. Therefore dividing both sides of 
the resulting equation by F ' (x) we arrive at 
JF(y)(hiy) -h{x))h'(y)dy = k^ Fix). (4.6) 
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Differentiating again we get 
-h'ix)piy)h\y)dy = k^F'(x). (4.7) 
As h'^ix) exists and the derivative of the integral exists we conclude 
that F"(x) exists. In the same way as before, using differentiation, after 
the calculations and taking into account h'{x) -t- 0 we are led to the 
following equation, 
]<}F\X)K {x)-]<?-F\x)K\x) -F\x)ih\x))^ = 0.(4.8) 
Equation (4.8) is a linear homogeneous differential equation with non 
constant coefficients. It is well known that the set of solutions form a 
vector space of dimension two. Therefore the general solution is a 
linear combination of two independent solutions. One solution is 
exp 
•h(x) 
and another is exp f h(x) These solutions are linearly 
independent, hence the general solution is given by. 
F (x) = ci exp -h(x) + C2 exp 
( h{x) 
The condition lim F(jc) = 0 impUes that C2 = 0 . Also as F(x) is 
x-^c 
continuous, F (a) - 1 gives that cj = 1 . Therefore we are left with 
^ -hix)^ 
F(x) = exp 
V 
which proves the theorem.A similar 
characterization can be given without the assumption of absolute 
continuity. It is the following: 
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Theorem 4.2: (Dallas el ai, 1981) 
A random variable X has (4.1) as distribution function, with h{x) 
twice different!able iff 
E[{h(X)-h(x))^ I Z > x ] = b^, /?7 const., all 
XE [a,c) (4.9) 
2 
provided that E( h(X)) is finite. 
Proof: Using (4.3), equation (4.9) becomes 
c_ b^F\x) 
\F(y)(h(y) - h{x))h\y)dy = . (4.10) 
X 
as h{x) is represented as an integral its continuity follows. Therefore 
the existence, of h'\x) implies that F\x) exists. So differentiating 
(4.10) we get 
b'^ F\x) 
-h'(x) lF(y)h'(y)dy 
The above equation is the same as (4.6). Hence the theorem is proved. 
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Chapter IV 
Characterization of Distribution Based on Variance 
Bounds of Order Statistics 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter variance of the order statistics conditional on adjacent 
order statistics has been considered to characterize exponential, Weibull 
and a general form of probability distribution. 
2. Characterization of the exponential distribution by a weak 
homoscedasticity 
Rao (1975) has referred to the phenomenon of the conditional variance of 
X2 given Xi being constant as 'weak homoscedasticity'(of X2 
w.r.t Xi) 
Theorem 2.1: (Beg and Kirmani, 1978} 
Let X be a random variable having J /F(x)wi th F(0) = 0 and 
£ ( X ^ ) < o o .If F{x)<\ for all ;c < 00 and / ( x ) = F{x)>Q for 
dx 
all X > 0 then 
F{x) = \ - exp ^ x^ , ^ > 0, (2.1) 
V Oj 
for some ^ > 0 if and only if for some positive integer / less than n, 
^ar {X,^x:n^^i:n=^)= C, for all X > 0 , (2.2) 
where c is a positive constant. 
Proof: If F (x) is given by (2.1) then the conditional variance of 
2 2 
^i+hn given X , .^ is equal to 0 / (n-i) for all x>0. This is a 
consequence of the easily verifiable fact that for the exponential 
distribution (2.1), 
P{Xi + i,^-X i,„< t\ X,,,^= x)=P{X < {n-i)t) 
for all t > 0 and all x > 0. 
We now prove that (2.2) implies (2.1). Clearly, (2.2) may be rewritten 
as 
= c + [EiXi + i,,i -xlXi- ^= x)] 
Noting from Pyke (1965) that 
P ( X , + i : „ < H X , . ^ = X) = 1 - G(t) 
Gix) 
m 
t > X, 
where G (•) = 1 - F(•) and m = n - / , the above equation gives 
C'^ix) j(t -xfdG'^(t) 
X 
= c + 
n2 
-G~'"(x) \{t--x)dG'^ {t)dt 
Integrating by parts and simplifying, we find 
2G''^jc) \{t-x)G'^{t)dt 
X 
J G ' ^ ( r ) ^ i = cG^'^(x) (2.3) 
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Put 
/ / ( x ) = \(t -x)G"'(t)dt 
so that 
H^^\x) = - \G"\t)dt,H^^\x) = G'^(m) 
X 
where H (x) is the r' derivative of H (x). Then (2.3) gives 
2H(x) 
/ /<2)( , ) = c. (2.4) 
Now H ^^\x) = mO "'~\x) =-m{\- F (x)) '^^ V (x) is 
nonzero by the assumptions made. Differentiating (2.4) and 
simplifying, we get 
2H^'^\x) 
[H^'^\x)]^ 
H ^^\x) ] -H{x)H^^\x) = 0, 
(1) 
or, H (x) } - H (x) H^^'ix) = 0, (2; 
or 
_1 
dx 
H(x) 
H^'\x) 
= 0. 
This equation gives H {x) = Ki H ^^\x), x > 0, and hence 
H (x) = K2 exp -^1 x > 0, K 2 > 0 
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It follows that 
m 
(2 ) 
G"\x)^H (jc) = El exp . X > 0. 
Obviously, the fact the G(x), being I ~ F(x), is decreasing implies 
that Ki must equal -a for some positive a. Finally, 
,+ G{Oy= G (0) = 1 gives 
G (x) = exp ^-x^ 
yin a J 
, X > 0, a > 0, 
or F{x) = I - exp ^ - ^ ^ 
^ ma J 
, X > 0, a > 0. 
Hence the theorem. 
3. Characterization of the Weibull distribution by a weak 
homoscedasticity 
First we give a Lemma, which may be needed in proving the main result. 
Lemma 3.1: Let f be a distribution function such that F(0) = Oand 
has continuous second order derivative on (0, oo) with F\x) > 0 for all 
x>0(so that F(A:) < 1 for all x in particular). If it satisfies the 
differential equation 
l - F ( x ) (^-1) 
F\x) 
I-Fix) 
p-\ 
X 
F\x) 
\-F{x) 
+be~p^x^^P-^^-0 (3.1) 
then F(x) = 1 - exp (-6' x^) for all x > 0 where 6 , p , b SLTQ all 
positive constants. 
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Proof: Set v = [^ ^y^^^ 
l - F ( x ) 
F'\x) ^dy 2 
1 - F{x) dx (3.2) 
Putting this value in (3.1), we get 
d X X 
(3.3) 
X 
p - \ 
Now, if we put y = in (3.3) then it reduces to 
d X 
(3.4) 
Therefore, 
Op dp 
6pt-\ 6pt+\ 
dt^hj x^ d X 
This gives 
0pt-l . 2bdxi' 
6pt + \ = Ae 
where /4 is a constant of integration. That is, 
1 y F\x) 
^ x^' ' [\-F{x)]xP' 
ibe xP 
ep{\-Ae ) 
2be xP 
{\+Ae ) 
(3.5) 
Substituting u = e ^ , we find that (3.5) reduces to 
F\x) ^ 1 
l-Fix) b 
1 2 Au du 
" 1 +AwM -^^  
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So that, on integration, we have 
F{x) = \ - B[e- ^^''' + Ae^^""' ]^'^ (3.6) 
where A and B are constants to be determined. Since F is bounded, we 
have fi = 1 and A = 0 x —> oo and hence the result. 
Theorem 3.1 ; {Khan and Beg, 1987) 
Let X be a continuous random variable with distribution function F 
such that F(0) = 0 and F has second derivative on ( 0 , oo )and its first 
derivative is non-vanishing on ( 0 , « ) so that in particular F(x) <\ for 
all x>0. Let 0<;?<oo and F has moment of order 2p . If for some 
integer 0 < r < n, 
^^^ r'+ln ' ^ r:n - ^ ] = Constant c 
then F (x) - I - exp (-0X ^) for x>0 where 6>0 is given by 
— 2 2 
^ = c (n - r) ; and conversely. 
Proof: It may be seen that the conditional pdf of x ^.„ given 
^ r-n = X (r < s) is 
in-r)\ {F{y)-Fix)}'-'-''{l~F{y)}^-'f{y) 
{s-r-{)\in-s)\ {1-F(jc)}"~' ' 
,y>x (3.7) 
th 
which is just the unconditional distribution of the (s-r) order 
f ( y ) 
statistics in a sample of ( n - r ) drawn from , y > x,that is 
1 - F{x) 
from the parent distribution truncated on the left at x. Therefore , 
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oo 
{\-F(x)} 
-—- \yP^{l-F{y)}''-''~^ fiy)dy 
(3.8) 
Thus for the Weibull distribution 
Fix) = 1 - ^ - ^ - " ^ , x>0, 0> 0 
we have 
^^^ r + \:n^ ^ r : n - ^ i = S YP ^ n P Jk-m) X' a 
m - 0 m 
(3.9) 
where a ^ = (n -r) e 
Thus 
V {X P^, I X , . „ ] 2p a 
( n - r ) ^ (9^ 
This proves the necessary part. 
For sufficiency part. 
( n -r) 
\\-F(x)] 
— \y'-''{y-F(y)]"-'--'f(y)dy 
ft / •' 
(n -r)^ 
{l-F{x)}^^"''^ 
X \yP{l-F{y)}''--'--^f(y)dy 
- c 
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I.e., 
b{\-F(x)}^ jy^P{l-F{y)}^-^fiy)d y-
X b\yP{\-F{y)^-^f{y)dy] = c[\ -F{x)] ^^ (3.10) 
where b = { n -r) . 
Differentiating (3.10) once with resprct to jc, canceUing out 
h — 1 
f{x){l-F(x)} on both sides and differentiatin 
resulting relation again with respect to x we have 
oo 
bp \yP{\-Fiy)}dy 
= cbx^ ~P{i-F(x)} '"'^ f(x) + px^{l-F(x)}^ (3.11) 
Differentiating (3.11) again with respect to jc, we have, 
cbx 1 -P / 1 - , b-\ {l-F(x)}''-'[r(x)-ib-l) 
\-F{x) 
^P-^^f^'K^x'^P-'hl-F(x)}p^]=0 
cb x 
giving us 
^-F{x) -{b-D 
fix) 
\-F{x) 
ip-l) 
X 
fix) 
I-Fix) 
+bd"p^x^^P-^^ = 0 (3.12) 
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The solution of (3.12) is 
F (x) = \-e ~9xP 
as proved in Lemma 3.1, and hence the theorem. 
For /? = 1, the theorem reduces to the result of Beg and Kirmani 
(1978). Also, from (3.7), it can be seen that 
E[X / 4 I ^ 1 = x] = E [X ^'^ \ X > x] 
and hence 
V[X ^' \ X 1 = x] ^V [X P \ X > x]. 
Thus , we have the result 
V [XP \ X > x] = \ if and only if F(x) = l-e'^""^ 
4. Characterization of continuous distribution by conditional 
variance of order statistics 
To start with, we give here a Lemma. 
Lemma 4.1:. Let F{x) be the continuous df of a. random variable (rv) 
X and it contains second order derivative in {a,fi), with the pdf f(x) 
and let h(x) be a non-decreasing and differentiable function of x such 
that h{a) -^ 0 and h{/]) -^ oo. Then the solution of the differential 
equation 
Fix) (b-l) -^ 
'F\X) 
_F{x)_ 
^ K\x) 
K{x) 
~F'{x) 
_F{x)_ + a'^b[h\x)f=^ (4.i: 
IS 
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F(x) = {-e'"^^""^ for all XE (aj) (4.2) 
Proof: Let F\x) _h'{x) 
F{x) ~ t 
to get 
dt 9 9 
— = bK{x)[ar -I] 
d X 
(4.3) 
Therefore, 
0^ J la 
a a 
{at-\) {at + \) dt = b \h'(x)dx 
implying that 
at-l 
at + 1 
^ ^2ahh{x) 
where A is the constant of integration. 
Hence 
F{x) b 
1 lAu 
w \ + Au' 
du 
d X 
, where u=e''^^^''\ 
implying that 
Fix) = B [g -«^ / ' (^ )+A^«^M^) ]1//^ (4.4) 
where A and B are constants of integration. Since F is bounded, 
hence F{x) = e~'^ ^^' ,'m view of the initial conditions on h{x). 
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Theorem 4.1: (Khan el al, 2008) 
Let X be the continuous random variable (rv) with df F(x) and the pdf 
fix) over the support (a, j3), and Fix) has second derivative in ia,j3). 
2 
Let E[hi.)] exists, then for some 0<r<n, 
V[h{X ,^^,,,} X,,^=x] = 1 
2. .2 
a (n-r) 
(4.5) 
if and only if 
Fix)= e -a hix) (4.6) 
provided that ai^Q and hia) = 0. 
Proof: It is easy to see that 
V[h{X^ + l.j^} Xf.f^ = x] = 1 
2/ ^2 
a in- r) 
Now to prove (4.5) implies (4.6), we have for b = n-r 
P 
b[Fix)f \[hiy)Y[Fiy)f-^fiy)dy 
-b' 
P 
\[hiy)][Fiy)r^fiy)d y 
[Fix)] 
a b 
lb 
(4.7) 
Differentiating (4.7) twice w.r.t. x and simplifying, we get 
P b-\ r, 
ahKix)\Kiy){Fiy)f dy=\Fix)f 'fix) (4.8) 
Now differentiate (4.8) w.r.t. x again to get 
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p 
h:\x)\h\y)\F{y)f f{y)dy-{F{x)fvh\x)\ 
^ V~{h-\){F{x)f-\f{x)i ^{Fix)f-^ rM\ 
a b 
That is. 
F'\x) 
F(x) ~ib-l) 
F\x)_ 
Fix) 
h"(x) 
h\x) 
F\x) 
Fix) + a'^b[h'ix)f = 0 
Hence, 
Fix) = e " '^'^ '^^  , in view of Lemma 4.1. 
Table 4.1: Examples based on the distribution Fix) = e~^^^^^ 
Distribution 
Exponential 
Rayleigh 
Weibull 
Fix) 
0 < X < o o 
1 - . - * • « ' 
0 < X < o o 
-RYP 
0 < X < o o 
a 
e 
e 
e 
hix) 
X 
2 
X 
xP 
Pareto 
Lomax 
Beta of I kind 
Beta of II kind 
Extreme value I 
Log logistic 
Burr Type IX 
Burr Type XII 
1- f x ] [a) 
-6 
a;<x<oo 
1- 1 + 
-p 
0 < X < o o 
l - d - x ) ^ 
0 < j c < l 
1 - ( 1 + JC)^^ 
0 < X < o o 
— oo < jc < oo 
l - ( l + ^x^)~^ 
0 < JC<oo 
1- c{(l + e^)^- l} 1 
2 
— oo < 1' < oo 
l-il + OxPy' 
0 < J C < o o 
d 
p 
~e 
1 
1 
1 
1 
m 
log fx^ 
log 1 + 
log(l - X) 
\og{\ + x) 
e' 
\og{\ + dxP) 
log c{(l + e^)^- l ) 
2 
log(l + ^ j ^ ) 
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Lemma 4.2: Under the conditions given in Lemma 4.L if the differential 
equation is of the form 
F{x) + ( r - l ) 
F'ix) 
Fix) 
h"{x) 
h'ix) 
F'jx) 
Fix) a^r[h'ix)f = 0 
(4.9) 
Then its solution is, 
/r(jc) = e-^^(^) for all xe iaj), (4.10) 
where hix) is a non-increasing and differentiable function of x with 
hia) -^oo and hi/])^0. 
„ , ^ F'ix) h'ix) 
Proof: Let = -—-^, to get 
Fix) t 
— = -rh\x)[at^ -\\ 
dx 
(4.11) 
Therefore, 
la J 
a a 
iat-l) iat + l) 
implying that 
at + \ 
_ . larhix) 
dt =-r \h\x)dX 
at-I 
where A is the constant of integration. 
Hence 
F ( x ) 
F(x) 
1 lAu 
u l + Au 2 
du 
d X 
, arhix) 
, where u-e ^ • 
Thus 
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F{x)^B[e-'''''^'UAe'''^^'^]^''' (4.12) 
where A and B are constants of integration. 
Therefore F(jc)= e'"" ^^""^ 
Theorem 4.2: (Khan el ai, 2008) 
Under the conditions given in Theorem 4.1 
V[h{X,,J X,^^,,=y] 1 2 2 
a r 
(4.13) 
if and only if 
F{x) = e-''^^'^ (4.14) 
provided that a^Q and h(/]) = 0. 
Proof: It can be seen that 
V[h[X,,,}\X,^^,,=y] = 
2 2 
a r 
Now to prove (4.13) implies (4.14), we have 
r[F{y)Y \[h{x)f[Fix)Y-^f{x)dx 
a 
j[h(x)][Fix)Y ^fix) dx 
a 
[Fjy)] 
2 2 
a r 
Ir 
(4.15) 
Differentiating (4.15) both side w.r.t. y twice and simplifying, we get 
a^rK<^y)\h\x)\F{x)Y dx=^\Fi,y)Y \f{y) (4.16) 
a 
Now differentiate (4.16) w.r.t. y again to get, 
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a^rh\y) 
[F{y)Y ^F"{y) ^ (r-i)[F(y)Y-^[F'(y)f 
a r a r 
Therefore, 
F{y) (r-l) 
'F'iy)' 
_F(y)_ 
^ h"(y) 
h'iy) 
'F'iy)' 
_Fiy)__ a'^r[h'(y)]^ =0 
This is the form of Lemma 4.2. Hence the Theorem is proved. 
Table 4.2: Examples based on the distribution F(x) -ah{x) 
Distribution 
Inverse Weibull 
Power function 
Logistic 
Burr Type II 
F(x) 
0 < JC<oo 
p 
0<x<a 
- o o < X < oo 
— oo < X < oo 
a 
0 
-P 
1 
e 
h(x) 
xP 
\og{x/a) 
108(1 + ^ ""^) 
logil + e'"') 
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Burr Type III (1 + x-^)-^ 
0 < J :<OO 
log(l + x-^) 
Burr Type IV 
1 + 
/ x l / c 
\ X J 
-k k 
0 < x < c 
log 1 + c - X 
Ale 
X J 
Burr Type V il + ce-'^'"')-^ 
K n 
< j c < — 
2 2 
loga+c^"^"^"-") 
Burr Type VI (1 + C£?-^^^"^^)-^' ^ 
oo < X < oo 
log(l + c^-^^^"^^') 
Burr Type VII 
^1 + tanhx^^ 
2 
oo < J < oo 
-k 
log 1 + tanh X 
Burr Type VIII 
f 2 , -1 X 
— tan e u 
•oo < X < oo 
log (1 -1 x^ - t a n e^ 
\7t 
Burr Type X {X-e-^^i" 
0 < J < oo 
- / ^ 
Burr Type XI (x sin2;it) 
2;7-
0 < X < 1 
-k 
-X \og{\-e ^ ) 
log(x ^inlnx) 
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Gumbel 
Extreme 
II 
value 
exp[-e ^] 
— oo < J: < oo 
e 
(oy 
K.XJ 
0 < JC<oo 
1 
OP 
e-' 
x~P 
5. Some characterization of distribution based on variance and 
covariance of order statistics 
ConsiderX (j) ,X (2), the order statistics of a sample of size 2 from a 
continuous population with df F(x) and pdf f(x). In this section 
bounds for the Cov [ X Q) ,X (2)] are obtained and related 
characterizations are also given based on the achievement of these 
bounds. Also an upper bound for the variance of the / order statistics 
from a sample of size n is found. 
The characterization theorem through covariance bounds 
Theorem 5.1: (Papathanasiou, 1990) 
Let X(i), X(2) t»^  h^e order statistics from a sample of size 2 from 
2 
an absolutely continuous df F with pdf f, variance a and mean 
ju. Then 
Cov[ X(i) ,X(2)] < ^ cj\ (5.1) 
where equality holds if and only if the distribution is uniform 
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Proof: We observe that 
f(X(i),x ( 2 ) ) - 2 / ( X ( , ) ) / ( X ( 2 ) ) 
E [Z(i) Z^2)J = E^l^l 
where x is the random variable with density / and thus the covariance 
can be written as 
Cov[X^l),X^2)] 
4 -00 - | -oo 
y —00 
jxf(x)dx - 4 j xfix)Fix)dx ^ x f ix)[\-F(x)] dx 
J —CXI —00 
Multiplying the first integral by F (x) +[\ - F{x)] and expanding 
the square we can find after simple calculations that 
Cov[ X(^i^,X(^2) ] = 
•j-oa 
\x [2F (x)-l]f {x)dx 
y —00 
Since 
+ 0 0 
j [IF {x) -i]f {x)dx = 0, 
we can write 
Cov[X(i), X(2)] = 
+ 0 0 
j (x-ju) [2Fix) -\]f{x)dx (5.2) 
Applying the Cauchy- Schwarz inequality in (5.2) we obtain 
+ 0 0 00 
Cov[ X(i) , X(2)] < \{x-Mffix)dx p Fix)-if fix) dx 
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and thus the required result (5.1). The equality holds if and only if 
2 F (x) - 1 = c (x - jU) which means that the bound is attained if and 
only if the distribution is uniform. 
Theorem 5.2: (Papathanasiou, 1990) 
Let the assumptions be as in Theorem 5.1 Moreover suppose F is 
strictly monotone and F ~ is differentiable. Then we have 
Cov[Z( i ) , X(2)] 
f 1 
I u ( \ - u) h' (u) du 
V 0 
(5.3) 
where F{X)=M and F (u)-h(x). 
Proof: From (5.2) we observe that 
Cov[X(i)^ X(2)]=4Cov2 [X,F{X)1 
and 
I V 
Cov [X, FiX)]= j j iv-u)ih (y) - h(u)) du dv 
0 0 
1 \ 
=~ J t (l-t) h' (0 dt 
^ 0 
and hence the result. 
Applying the Cauchy- Schwarz inequality to equation (5.3) we have 
the following corollary. 
Corollary 5.1: Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.2, an upper bound 
for the covariance of (^(i) , ^ ( 2 ) ) ^^  
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Gov [X( i ) , X(2)] 
1 
< B (p,q) \ u^-P (\-u)^-Uh'(u)fdu, (5.4) 
0 
where B ( p ,q) is the beta function, Equality holds if and only if 
= u^'^- P'^ ( 1 - ^ ) 3 / 2 - ^ / 2 h\u),ccomimi (5.5) 
From (5.5), equality holds ijf 
h' {u) - c u P~\\~ u)'' ~^ 
d F~ (U) n - 7 /7 - 9 
or, ^ ^ = CM^ ^ ( 1 - w ) ^ ^ (5.6) 
Since the function c u P' (\- u )^"^ determines F up to 
translation, we obtain characterizations for certain distributions. 
Specific choices of p and q characterize several distributions. For 
example if p = 2 and q- 2 , then / is a uniform distribution. If 
p = 2, q = \, we find a translated exponential distribution. If 
p = \, q -\, f is a logistic distribution. Finally, if p - 2, q < I, then 
/ is a translated classical Pareto distribution. 
Ma Chunsheng (1992) generalized this result by proving that 
Cov{{Xi,2),{8{X 2:2))^ ^ Var{g{X)) 
for any real valued function g{x) with Var ( g ( X )) < oo.which is 
true even in the case when Xj, X2 ^r^ identically but not necessarily 
independently distributed. 
Further, it is known that (Arnold, 1980, Arnold and Balakrishnan, 1989). 
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E ( ^2:2 ) < /H + O- (5.7) 
where E{Xi)^ju and yar(X,) = a^ 
Therefore, 
Cov {Xi,2, ^2:2) 
• = ^ ( ^ 1 : 2 ^ 2 : 2 ) - ^ ( ^ l : 2 ) ^ ( ^ 2 : 2 ) 
= E (X] X 2 ) - ( 2 / / - £ ( X 2 : 2 ) ) ^ ( ^ 2 : 2 ) 
- E{X^X2) - IjLlE {X2.,2)+E{X2:2)^ 
= (E (X2:2)-jU)^ + EaX^~jU)(X2 ~jU)) 
= (E (X2:2 ) - M)^ + O^ p 
. ^ ^^(1 + /?) (5.8) 
Bound for the variance of the / ^ ^ order statistic 
Cacoullos and Papathanasiou (1985) showed that 
oo X 
Var\g\X)\ < \ g\x)^ l(ju-t)fit)dt, (5.9) 
— oo —oo 
where equality holds iff g { x) =a x + b , jU - E[X],f the density 
of X. Substituting h(u) = E~ (u) =x and observing that U has a 
Beta distribution, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.3: Let Xi,...,X„ be i.i.d absolutely continuous random 
variables from a population with df F (strictly monotone) and pdf 
f. Then the following inequality holds: 
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yar[X.n] < 
X jw' ( 1 - M ) " " ' " ^ (/i'(M))^ JM 
0 
where equality is attained ij^ ^ /i'(w)=c or if and only if the 
distribution is uniform. 
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Chapter V 
Characterization of distribution through 
Generahzed order statistics and dual generalized order statistics 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter it has been shown that the conditional variance of 
X^(r + [,n,m,k) given X(r,n,m,k) = x is independent of x if and only 
if the distribution is Weibull, where X(r,n,m,k) the r is generahzed 
order statistic from a sample of n. Further, the result is generalized by 
considering the conditional variance of function of generahzed order 
statistics and dual generalized order statistics. 
for tfii = 1712 ~ ••• ~ ' ^ / j - l ~ ^ • 
It may be noted that the conditional pdf of X(s,n,m,k) given 
X{r,n,m,k)-x, l<r<s<n is given by 
fx{s,njn,k)\Xir,njn,k)(y^^) 
Cs-\ [h,niF{y))--h^{F{x))r'"\\-F{y)f^-^fiy) 
(s-r-iy.C,_i [l-Fix)fr-^ 
x<y (1.1) 
2. The Characterization of Weibull distribution by conditional 
variance of generalized order statistics 
Before coming to the main result, the following lemma is proved. 
Lemma 2.1: Let F(x) be a df such that F(0)-0 and has a continuous 
second order derivative on (0,oo) with F ' ( J C ) > 0 for all JC> 0 (so that 
F{x)< 1 for allx, in particular). If it satisfies the differential equation 
Fix) '^^ Fix) 
ip-l) 
X 
F\x) 
Fix) 
-rr-,lO^p^x^^P-'^=0 (2.1) 
Then Fix) = e "^"^  for all x, 0, p, y^+i > 0 
F'ix) X p-\ 
Proof: Let ^=— = p r., i 
Fix) t 
, then (2.1) reduces to 
dx 
.2.2-
=px''''[r;^,-^'-n (2.2) 
Therefore, 
2rr+i 
1 
+ 
1 
irr+\-ot) irr+\+^o. dt-p \x^ dx 
implying that 
where A is the constant of integration. 
Thus, 
Fy)^ 1 
Fix) 2rr+i 
lA 1 
Au-\ u 
du ^rr+\OxP 
— , where u = e "^^^ 
dx 
and 
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F(x) = B (2.3) 
where A and B are constants to be determined. Since F{x) is bounded, 
— -dx^ 
hence F{x) = e , in view of the initial conditions on x. 
Theorem 2.1: (Hague and Faizan, 2009) 
Let X be a continuous random variable with the df F(x) and the pdf fix) 
over the support (0,oo). Let 0<p<oo and F(x) has moment of order 
2/7 then for 0<r<n, 
1 V[XP(r + l,n,m,k)\ X{r,n,m,k) = x] = 
r'e^ >+l 
if and only if 
F{x) = e ^""^ for x>Oand ^ > 0 , 
Proof: It is easy to see that 
E[XP^{r + \,n,m,k)\X{r,n,m,k) = x] 
[Fix)] , 
Thus, for the Weibull distribution 
^(x) = ^ " ^ ^ ^ x > 0 , ^ > 0 
E[XP^ {r + \,n,m,k)\X{r,n,m,k) = x] 
oo 
-^^^'^\y^^[F{y)P'''^fiy)dy (2.4) 
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where a ^ - y^^i 6 and therefore, 
y[X^(r + l,n,m,/:)IX(r,n,m,^) = x]=a^^ = 1 
r.li 0^ 
= c 
This proves the necessary part. 
For sufficiency part, we have 
rr+\ 
[Fix)] 7r-
\y^P{F{y)P^'-^f{y)dy 7r +1 
X \F{x)\ ^Yr + 1 
X 
n2 
\yP{F{y)\^r^^ ^f{y)dy 
-c 
That is, 
r,+i[F(x)]^'-+' \y'^P{F{y)Y'-^'-^f{y)dy 
rrn\y^[Fiy)f''' ^f(y)dy ^c[Fix)f^^^H2.5) 
Differentiating (2.5) w.r.t.x and solving , we get 
rr+\plynFix)f'-.i-ifiy)dy^crr+ix^-P[F{x)f^^^-^f(x) 
X 
^-pxP[F{x)Y'-^^ (2.6) 
Differentiate (2.6) again w.r.t. x, to get 
crr+^x^-P(F{x))^'-^' ^ 
7^'/ XN2 
^., , (rr+i-i)(-^^(^)) , (p-i)(^V)) 
F {x) = + 
F(x) X 
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That is, 
Fy) 
Fix) + (rr+i-i) 
Fy) 
Fix) 
-ii 
+ 
C^r+l 
x^^P-^\Fix))p^ = 0 
ip-l) 
X 
Fy) 
Fix) r,,,e%\?^p-'^=^ 
(2.7) 
— -Bx'^ 
Hence Fix)-e in view of tlie Lemma 2.1. 
At p = \, this theorem gives the result for exponential distribution. 
Remark 2.1: At m = 0, /: = 1 and y^ ^ n-r + \. Theorem 2.1 reduces for 
order statistics as obtained by Beg and Kirmani (1978) at p -I and 
Khan and Beg (1987). 
Remark 2.2: At m = -] and y,. -k, Theorem 2.1 reduces for k 
record statistics. 
3. Characterization of generalized probability distributions by 
conditional variance of generalized order statistics 
We first state and prove a Lemma: 
Lemma 3.1: Let the df Fix) be twice differentiable on i a , J3 )and let 
hi x)b& a non-decreasing and a twice differentiable function of x such 
that hix) -^0 as X -^ a . Then the solution of the differential equation 
F"ix) ^ 
-w7-+(rr 4-1-1) 
Fix) 
Fy) 
Fix) 
h"ix) 
h'ix) 
Fy) 
Fix) •a^r^^^ [h\x)]- = 0 
(3.1) 
IS 
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F(x)=:e-«^(-^) foral] xe{a,j3). (3.2) 
where o > 0 is a constant. 
Proof: Let f f = , . „ i L W 
Fix) t 
Then using (3.1), we have 
dt 
dx 
2.2-h\x)[f^^^-a't'] (3.3) 
Therefore, 
I • + • 27r+l ^liYr+l-at) iYr+l+at) dt-\h'{x) dx 
implying that 
where A is the constant of integration. 
Hence, 
F\x) . 1 
Fix) lYr+x 
2A 1 
Au - 1 w 
^ « , 2aY,+^ h{x) 
—, where u-e '^^^ ^ ' 
dx 
Implying that 
Fix) = B[Ae''^'--^''^'^ - e"'^^^'''^'^ f^^^^' (3.4) 
where A and B are constants of integration. Since F is bounded, 
henceF(x) = e~^^*^ -^' , in view of the initial conditions on hix). 
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Theorem 3.1: (Khan et al, 2009) 
Let X be a continuous random variable with the df F(x) and the pdf 
f(x) over the support ( « , / ? ) . Let E[ h( X )]^ exist, then for some 
0 < r < «, 
V [h{X(r + l,n,m,k)\X(r,n,m,k)^x] = —^-—— 
' r + l 
if and only if 
F(x) = e~''^^-^^ (3.5) 
where a > 0, h(x)is a. non- decreasing and a twice differentiable of x 
such that h (x)-^ 0 as X -^ a and h (x) F (x) -^ 0 and x ^ oo. 
Proof: It is easy to see that 
E[h{X(r + l,n,m,k)}\ X{r,n,m,k) = x ] 
[F(x)fr^^ ^ 
For F{x) = e'''''^''^ 
E[h{X{r + l,n,m,k)}\X{r,n,m,k) = x]=^ h ( x) + 
aYr + l 
and 
E[h^{X{r + l,n,m,k)}\X{r,n,m,k) = x]= /i ^ { x) 
2/2 ( x ) 2 
+ ^—- + 
^^^^±^—JMj) [F(y)]^'+i ^fiy)dy (3.6) 
« r r + l fl^r^r + 1 
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Thus 
V [Xir + 1, n, m, k) I X(r, n, m,k) = x]=^ 1 2.,2 
' r+l 
This proves the necessary part. 
For sufficiency part, we have 
j3 2 
[F(x)]^'-+i [Fix)] ^Yr +1 
X 
P -i2 
j/z(y) [F{y)p^^-^f{y)dy 
1 
2 2 
That is, 
P 
rr+\{F{x)Y'-^^ \h^{y) [F(y)]^^+i ^f{y)dy 
P 
rr+\\h{y) [F{y)P^' ^f{y)dy 
^ -[F(j)]2?'^+i (3.7) 
2 2 
Differentiating (3.7) w.r.r.x and solving , we get 
A 1 
Yr+lh'ix) \h{y){F{x)p-^-^f{y)dy^ — {F{x)V'-''^fix) 
a Tr + l 
+ [Fix)f'-^^ hix)h\x) (3.8) 
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That is. 
P 
h'{x)\h'{y){F{x)\^r^\-^ d^ = 
a y r + 
•[F{x)f'-+^ ^fix)(3.9) 
Now differentiate (3.9) again w.r.t. x, to get 
/^ _ 
h'\x) \h\y){F{x)Y^^^ dy - \F{x)f- + ' [h'{x)] 
a Yr + l 
-[-(rr + l-^)[F(x)f'~^^-^inx)]^ 
+ [F{x)]^r^^-^f\x)] 
Therefore, 
^ + ( r r + i - i ) 
F(x) 
'F\X) 
Fix) 
h'\x) 
h\x) 
F\x) 
Fix) 
-ayr+dh\x)f^O 
Hence 
Fix)-e '^'^^^> in view of the Lemma 3.1. 
Examples based on Fix) = e^^^ ^^^' is given in Table 4.1 in Chapter IV. 
Remark 3.1: At m = 0 , ^ + 1 and y y =n~ r , Theorem 3.1 reduces for 
order statistics as obtained by Khan et al. (2008) as given in Chapter IV. 
Remark 3.2: At m = -1 and y ^ .-k , Theorem 3.1 reduces for/:''' 
order statistics. 
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4. Characterization of distributions through dual generalized order 
statistics 
Here we first prove the Lemma: 
Lemma 4.1: Let the df F(x) be twice differentiable on {a , P ),and 
let /z ( X ) be a non-increasing and a twice differentiable function of x 
such that /z(jic)-^Oas x -^ p. Then the solution of the differential 
equation 
F\x) 
Fix) + ( r r + i - i ) 
F'jx) 
Fix) 
h"ix) 
h'ix) 
F\x) 
Fix) 
is 
-«Tr+l[/^'(-^)] = 0 (4.1) 
Fix) = e -«^(-^> forall jce ia ,P), (4.2) 
where a > 0 is a constant. 
F\x) h'ix) 
Proof: Let -^ =?'/-+! ' to get 
Fix) t 
dt 
dx 
~-h\x)[r^^^^-aV] (4.3) 
Therefore, 
2rr+i •' 
implying that 
+ • 
1 
irr+\-^0 iYr+l+at) 
dt=\h\x) dx 
where A is the constant of integration. 
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Hence, 
F'ix) 1 2A 1 
Au-l u 
^ , where u^e^^^'-.i hi.) ^ 
dx Fix) 2rr+[ 
implying that 
F(x) = B[Ae"^'-+i'^^^^ - ^-«?^'+i^(^') frr^i (4.4) 
where A and B are constants of integration. Since F is bounded, 
hence F(x) = e~'^  ^^^' , in view of the initial conditions on h(x). 
Theorem 4.1:^  (Khan et aL, 2009) 
Let X be a continuous random variable with the df F(x) and the pdf 
fix) over the support ( « , y^  ). Let E[ hi X )] exist, then for some 
0 < r < «, 
V[h{X\r + l,n,m,k)\X\r,n,m,k) = y]= \ (4.5) 
a Yr+l 
if and only if 
F{y)^e-'^''^y^ (4.6) 
where that a > 0 , h(y) be a non- increasing and a twice differentiable 
function of y such that /?( j ) -> 0 as }'->/? and h{y) F(y)^0 and 
y -^ a. 
Proof: It is easy to see that 
E[h{X{r + l,n,m,k)}\X(r,n,m,k) = y] 
X 
= J'^i \hiy) [F{y)fr.i-^f{y)dy (4.7) 
[F(x)V 
a 
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For F(y)^e-''''^y^ 
E[h{Xir + \,n,m,k)}\X{r,n,m,k)^y]^ h ( y) + 1 
a rr + \ 
and 
E[h^{X(r + ln,m,k)}\X{r,n,m,k)^y]^ /z " ( x) 
+ 
2h{x) 2 
^Yr + l a^y^r + l 
Now in view of (4.5) and (4.6), 
V [X {r + l,n,m,k)\X(r,n,m,k) = y] 1 2 2 
ay 
r+] 
This proves the necessary part. 
For sufficiency part, we have 
[Fix)] 
X 
Ir+l^L^y) [F{y)f^-^-^fiy)dy Tr+l 
[Fix)] 2r,+ r I 
X 
X 
\hiy) [Fiy)]^^^^ ^fiy)dy 
a 
1 
2 2 
ay r + 1 
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That is, 
a 
rr-^\\h{y) {F{y)V'-^^-^f{y)dy 
a 
1 
2 2 
fl T r + l 
[F(3;)]2^'-+i (4.8) 
Differentiating (4.8) w.r.t. y and solving , we get 
rr+\h\y)\h{y)[F{y)V^^^ ^f(y)dy 
a 
1 ^ " . -17/-4-1-1 [/^ (J)] '^'^ ^ 7 (y )+ [F(j)]^'+i/2()^)/z'();) (4.9) 
a y, + i 
That is, 
1 
/2'(x) jh'(y)[F{y)f'-^\~^dy= — ^ [F(y)f^^^~^f(y) 
a a r r + \ 
(4.10) 
Now differentiate (4.10) again w.r.t. y, to get 
h\y) \h\y)[F{y)f>-^^ dy - [F{y)Y'' ' [h\y)] 
a 
-—[-irr + \-^)[f'iy)f'''~^U(y)f 
a Yr + l 
+ [F{y)f^^^-^r{y)] 
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Therefore, 
F'\y) 
F{y) + ( r r + i - i ) 
'F\y) 
F{y) 
-a 
h"{y) 
h'iy) 
FXy) 
F{y) 
-a >v+i[/^'(y)] = 0 
Hence 
F(y)-e '^  ^^' in view of the Lemma 4.1. 
Examples based on the distribution F(;c) = e *^"^ ' is given in Table 4.2 
in Chapter IV. 
Remark 4.1: At m = 0,k + { and y f. - n - r -I, Theorem 4.1 
reduces for lower order statistic. 
Remark 4.2: At m := -1 and i ^ = k. Theorem 3.1 reduces for k 
lower record statistic. 
th 
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